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E

1. HISTORY

For over 150 years, the Ontario Veterinary College has been the guardian of animal, community and human 
health in Canada. Known until 1869 as the Upper Canada Veterinary School, the Ontario Veterinary School 
was the first in Canada to offer courses in veterinary medicine. It was established in 1862 by the Board of 
Agriculture, and although partially sponsored by this government body, it operated as a private enterprise by 
Prof. Andrew Smith, a graduate of Edinburgh Veterinary College. Incorporated in 1896, the college affiliated 
with the University of Toronto in 1897, although did not confer degrees in veterinary science until 1908. In 
that year Prof. Smith retired, and the Ontario Government acquired his interest in the college. Placed under 
the Department of Agriculture, it was moved to Guelph in 1922 and became a founding college of the 
University of Guelph in 1964.

The Ontario Veterinary College is the only veterinary college in the province of Ontario, and one of only five 
veterinary colleges across Canada. The OVC is prominently located on the University of Guelph campus on 
a major crossroad.

The OVC is housed in a large complex of connected facilities, which are numbered for wayfinding purposes. 
The map of the facilities can be found on the following page.

   Executive Summary:

The University of Guelph’s Ontario Veterinary College (OVC) places fourth worldwide and tops in Canada 
in a new global ranking of veterinary schools. As a leading academic, clinical and research institution, 
OVC is committed to providing excellent facilities to maintain accreditation and a setting for leading edge 
learning, healthcare, and research. Previous Master Plans over the past 152 years have identified, based 
on the vision at the time, priorities and space requirements for the College.  Since the 2009 Master Plan, 
the vision and priorities have evolved resulting  in the need to update the plan to reflect current goals with a 
focus on taking maximum opportunity to use and repurpose existing built facilities. The Master Plan is a key 
planning tool that articulates the vision for OVC campus development for the future and provides guidance 
for decision making and design of campus facilities. The Master Plan identifies a strategy for short and long 
term development that can be implemented in phases in response to evolving OVC academic, clinical and 
research needs to maintain OVC as a leading veterinary college.

A key element of the Master Plan is inclusion of a building infrastructure Master Plan that integrates with the 
overall planning for the OVC facilities and the University of Guelph Campus Plan. A large component of the 
existing building services are at end of life. This updated Master Plan seizes the opportunity to create a long 
term strategy that provides a robust, flexible infrastructure capable of supporting the diverse space needs of 
the OVC now and in the future.

The new Master Plan will provide a realistic road map for future development as funding is secured. In the 
short-term, OVC is focusing on those parts of infrastructure renewal that are most critical for continued 
accreditation of the OVC by the Council on Education of the American and Canadian Veterinary Medical 
Associations. The proposed first step is updating the Companion Animal Hospital by creating surgical and 
anesthesia facilities within the existing footprint of the OVC Health Sciences Centre and creating new space 
for Enhanced Clinical Skills Learning.
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PRECINCT PLAN

 

The Ontario Veterinary College precinct is comprised of several buildings 
both free standing and multiple interconnected buildings constructed since 
1922 to the present day. Over the years, new buildings and renovations have 
occurred in response to changing needs. The current status of the existing 
facilities does not adequately address the OVC vision and needs for the 
future in several areas. The Master Plan identifies initiatives for improvements 
and establishes an overall concept that will provide guidance for growth and 
change.
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2. PLANNING PROCESS

Planning began in January 2015 in a consultative process involving visioning workshops, stakeholder 
meetings and a public feedback opportunity with broad representation to receive input on current and 
anticipated needs to inform the Master Plan and a vision for the campus.

The initial phase began with meetings with the Steering Committee who introduced the College’s mission, 
structure and general anticipated space needs as informed by current and future requirements. Concurrently, 
an extensive assessment of the existing facilities was assembled by the consultant team to determine the 
status, suitability and quality of existing space.

The second phase involved meeting with numerous stakeholders representing various facets of the OVC. A 
spirited visioning session focused on teaching and learning was conducted in which emerging trends and 
traditional approaches to teaching and learning were discussed along with space types that were considered 
most appropriate to support teaching and learning at OVC.

The many stakeholders providing input included companion animal surgery, anesthesia, central sterile, 
communications, learning technologies, companion animal medicine, material handling, laundry, large 
animal medicine and surgery, research, cadaver and inanimate teaching models for learning, clinical skills, 
and anatomy. As the information was gathered, analysis and test fit studies were developed to inform the 
initial draft Master Plan which was presented to the OVC community during a public feedback opportunity 
session. The event provided an opportunity for anyone to review the planning to date and provide comments 
verbally and in written form on sticky notes. The input was subsequently documented for consideration in the 
Master Plan. A further opportunity was made available for people unable to attend the session in person to 
view the presentation boards and provide comments online.

3. VISION

The consultation process across the OVC community provided extensive input on people’s views on what 
is important for the future of the OVC and can be summarized in the following “Vision Statement” for the 
Master Plan: 

Maintain and enhance OVC’s position as a leading veterinary college for teaching/learning, clinical 
and research activities through a Master Plan that:

• achieves continued conformance with accreditation requirements
• transforms the existing OVC complex  into a highly functional, efficient and attractive teaching/ 

learning, clinical and research facility
• provides pride and inspiration for the OVC community and visitors
• provides a stimulating comfortable environment with access to natural light where possible

4. PROGRAM SUMMARY

Through engagement with the OVC Steering Committee, staff, users, students, and others at the University 
of Guelph, a functional program was developed for multiple departments/services and areas within the 
OVC precinct. The focus of the programming process further developed to better utilize existing areas within 
the primary building complex to enhance functions and improve proximities and relationships. Test fit/
design plans were developed, reviewed, and revised to feed back into the functional program, which was 
subsequently reorganized to identify a series of distinct  “Projects” that described various phased renovations 
(and addition) that could be funded and advanced based on defined priorities.
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5. KEY PRIORITIES AND PHASING

The master plan provides a road-map for achieving OVC’s short-term to medium infrastructure goals 
through an incremental phased strategy. Implementation will occur over a period of time as funds become 
available while maintaining a fully functional facility. The upgrading strategy establishes several projects that 
can be undertaken based on OVC priorities. Each of the projects may be implemented separately based on 
priorities established by the College and potential funding opportunities. By taking this approach the master 
plan becomes a flexible approach to options for improvements that are structured in manageable funding 
packages within an overall master plan, individual projects can be undertaken and while maintaining the 
overall vision for a practical, functional, well planned facility that optimizes efficiency and expenditure of 
limited resources. Areas that are not included in this short to medium-term plan are mentioned in Chapter 9 
(e.g. Farm Animal Research Isolation, Biosecurity, and Centre for Public Health & Zoonoses.)














 





 





























































    













PROPOSED FIRST FLOOR RENOVATIONS

PROPOSED SECOND FLOOR RENOVATIONS

PROJECTED CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULES

Estimated 
Construction Schedule

PROJECT 1
Phase 1 - 5
Phase 6
Phase 7
Phase 8
Phase 9
Phase 10 1 mo
Close-out 18 mo Total

PROJECT 2
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 16 mo Total

PROJECT 3
Phase 1 - 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 8.5 mo Total

PROJECT 4
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 5
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 10.5 mo Total

PROJECT 6
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 7
Phase 1
Phase 2 1 mo
Close-out 4.5 mo Total

PROJECT 8
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 3.5 mo Total

PROJECT 9
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 19.5 mo Total

PROJECT 10
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 11
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 6 mo Total

PROJECT 15
Renovations .5 mo
Close-out 4 mo Total

M25M21 M22 M23 M24

18.5 mo

4 mo

5 mo

3.5 mo

2.5 mo

2.5 mo

4 mo

4 mo
3 mo

2.5 mo

11 mo

M20M14 M15M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M10 M11 M12 M13

3.5 mo

M16 M17 M18 M19

2 mo
2 mo

4 mo

4.5 mo
1 mo

1 mo
3 mo

4 mo
3.5 mo

4.5 mo
3 mo
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6. IMMEDIATE NEED

The 2015 Master Plan acknowledges that the foremost requirement for action follows the need to maintain 
accreditation. Of the potential projects which can be completed to benefit OVC, the first two projects must be 
completed to deliver a level of veterinary education compliant with the Council on Education of the American 
Veterinary Medical Association (AVMA) and the Canadian Veterinary Medical Association (CVMA).

Project 1 delivers new surgery and anesthesia facilities within the existing complex, in addition to relocating 
user groups to accommodate the repurposed spaces. Project 2 delivers an Enhanced Clinical Skills Learning 
addition adjacent to the Lifetime Learning Centre; new construction is required because no appropriate 
space of size, location, or utility was available within the existing OVC.

Further, the two project costing tables to the right focus on the minimum construction required to achieve the 
primary objectives of Project One and Project Two.

The top table for Project One — new Surgery & Anesthesia deletes/revises the following:
• Phase One:  the relocated/displaced Offices are provided via open areas in building 046 and 049;  no 

separate/individual offices are provided.
• Phase Two:  no temporary large instruction space is provided, instead the existing instruction periods 

are rescheduled to use currents spaces throughout each day.
• Phase Eight:  no new Central Sterile suite is constructed, and the combination existing/new public 

corridor will remain around the current Decontamination/Sterilization suite. As part of this, the proposed 
new Endoscopy & Recovery areas are also deleted.

These above noted revisions to the Project One scope-of-work result in a reduced cost of $8,417,871. The 
project cost without the above deletions (providing all phases + separate Offices) is $10,645,945 as per the 
summary of Project Costs on page 9.

The bottom table for Project Two — new space for Enhanced Clinical Learning, deletes the following:
• Phase Two:  renovations to provide a Learning Commons in Buildings 003 and 039;  existing furniture 

can be rearranged as required.
• Phases Three & Four:  renovations to the three existing lecture theatres in the Lifetime Learning Centre 

(retain the current tiered floors).
• Phase Five:  enclosed second storey link to the Pathobiology / Animal Health Laboratory (PAHL) building 

089  (retain the current exterior access).
• Phases Six & Seven:  a completed third storey (construct only a two-storey addition).

The above noted exclusions to Project Two result in a reduced cost of $9,708,561 for this addition. The 
project cost with a completed third storey + link to the PAHL building is $20,722,714 as per the summary 
of Project Costs on Page 9.
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8. RECOMMENDATIONS

The 2015 Master Plan provides a comprehensive assessment of the OVC existing facilities, analysis and 
programmatic requirements to address accreditation issues, operational efficiency as well as academic, 
clinical and research needs to maintain OVC’s leading position as a College of Veterinary Medicine. The 
outcome of extensive consultation, test fit studies and design concepts provides the basis for making decisions 
on phasing and scope packages to implement. Based on the 2015 Master Plan findings, the following 
approach is recommended:

1. When space changes are contemplated, explore the potential for alterations and renovations of existing  
built space before adding new construction. Significant existing space within the facility was identified as 
being vacant or underutilized because it is outdated and/or not functional for current needs. This provides 
the opportunity for economical, sustainable improvements to the OVC. The 2015 Master Plan is centered 
on repurpose and renovation with new construction only where proximity, circulation requirements or 
specific types of space dictate otherwise.

2. Confirm a phasing strategy for projects based on OVC priorities and funding availability. Based on input 
from the OVC Steering Committee, priorities to address accreditation include:

Project One New Surgery and Anesthesia via renovations
Project Two Enhanced Clinical Learning Area addition

3. Implement a phased building infrastructure upgrade plan to replace existing mechanical systems with 
“plug and play” options to reflect a new infrastructure concept with the ability for sequential connections 
as renovation projects are implemented. Ensure that when systems fail, they are replaced with components 
consistent with the new infrastructure concept.

4. At the time projects are initiated, functional program requirements must be verified through follow-up 
meetings with the steering committee and users to confirm spaces, space sizes, space requirements, and 
servicing requirements.

5. Continue the consultation process within the OVC to explore short and long term needs for teaching, 
clinical, and research. Refine the Master Plan as needed to reflect physical space requirements.

6. Research labs should continue to be designed as open lab environments where possible to facilitate 
flexibility, equipment sharing and to foster collaboration.

7. Design for teaching and learning should focus on technology-enabled flexible space that can be used 
for varied teaching models including student-centered group and traditional settings and hands-on skills 
training.

7. ESTIMATED TOTAL COSTS
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O    Opportunities 

The OVC is engaged in many facets of veterinary medicine that contribute immensely to animal and human 
well-being. OVC is a leading institution in the education of future veterinarians and researchers. State of 
the art facilities will allow OVC to continue to attract the best students, staff and faculty and produce skilled 
graduates. Veterinary healthcare, learning innovations and biomedical research are pillars that distinguish 
the OVC. A facility improvement strategy based on an integrated master plan that considers diverse uses, 
flexibility, efficient proximities and a building infrastructure that will support current and future space needs 
will maximize the college’s ability to build on opportunities for the future.

• Provide “state of the art” enhanced learning spaces that include flexible classrooms, technology enabled 
clinical skills laboratories and a lifelong learning commons to optimize learning outcomes and student 
experience.

• Satisfy the Council on Education of the American and Canadian Veterinary Medicine Association 
accreditation requirements.

• Improve functional and operational aspects of the OVC facilities.
• Elevate medical care and clinical education to benefit the more than 50 million farm animals and five 

million companion animals and horses currently in Ontario.
• Increased ability to protect against zoonotic diseases to benefit the economy of Ontario. Diseases like 

Listeriosis, Salmonella, West Nile, E.coli, Mad Cow, and Avian Flu that moved from animals to people 
and back have dominated media headlines in the 21st century. OVC is involved in the control and 
prevention of these diseases.

• More veterinarians, veterinary specialists and research scientists trained and entering the market.
• A world-class centre for advanced study attracting top professionals from around the globe.
• Increased research to expand knowledge, detection and control of diseases – animal and human diseases 

share many similarities. Innovative research currently underway at OVC may hold the key to prevention, 
control and treatment.

• Research excellence that contributes to economic prosperity .
• Ensuring healthy farm animal production and a safe food supply, supporting the $20B animal agriculture 

industry in Ontario.
• Support for equine sports competition and performance.
• Expanded veterinary involvement in ecosystem approaches to global health and the ability to work 

collaboratively to study and understand complex systems, as well as the intricate relationships between 
humans, animals and the environment.

• More veterinarians are needed to address societal changes as the human population ages and the 
animal population grows. The beneficial psychosocial effects of the human-animal bond are widely 
accepted. The OVC is the only source in Ontario to educate and train future veterinarians.

• The OVC has a lasting impact on the economy of Ontario, graduating more than 100 veterinarians 
annually, who work in and start small business throughout Ontario, which generate $1.3B and employ 
more than 7,500 people annually in the province.

• The fastest growing area of veterinary medicine today is associated with specialty services and the 
development of new knowledge in disease surveillance and food safety, neuroscience, cancer prevention, 
wellness,  and sports medicine. As the only school training specialists in veterinary medicine in Ontario, 
the OVC must stay current in diagnostics and clinical training to drive public health research, innovation 
and education.

• The existing facility has unused and underutilized space because it is outdated or non-functional. This 
space has the potential to provide increased efficiencies, enhanced space for OVC programs, and cost 
effective solutions for space needs.
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P   Planning Principles 

A key component of the Master Plan is the inclusion of Planning Principles which provide guidance for 
planning and decision making consistent with the campus vision. As programs and space needs evolve 
and funds permit, the Planning Principles will provide context for achieving flexibility, spatial quality, efficient 
space use, regulatory requirements, student experience and other OVC goals for the college.

• The Master Plan is a living document and should be viewed as providing guidance and not applied as 
a fixed plan.

• Incorporate the OVC Master Plan as a component of the University of Guelph Master Plan.
• Meet accreditation requirements of the Council on Education of the American Veterinary Medical 

Association (AVMA) and the Canadian Veterinary Medical Association (CVMA).
• Address challenges and opportunities of the 21st century for innovative learning, research, and healthcare 

delivery.
• Update existing facilities with appropriate spaces and systems to provide a “leading edge” hospital 

environment for existing and potential future new facilities.
• Provide facilities that attract the best students, faculty, and staff to the OVC.
• Improve operational efficiency through effective space use, updated facilities and good working functional 

proximities.
• Strive to achieve sharing of spaces, where appropriate, to optimize space utilization.
• A primary focus for the planning and design of OVC facilities should be a student centered innovative 

learning environment.
• Provision should be made for informal learning spaces to foster interaction and informal learning 

opportunities throughout the OVC.
• Provision of a nurturing environment where well-being for people should be a high priority.
• Make provision to maximize access to natural light where appropriate.
• The Master Plan should provide flexibility for uses and future change.
• Provide opportunities for space sharing to maximize utilization and reduced equipment cost.
• Respect and preserve the OVC Heritage.

Precedent Informal Learning Space: MedSci Building Chernoff Thompson Architects

Precedent Natural Lighting: Bob Wright Building Chernoff Thompson Architects
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D     Design Principles

During the consultation process stakeholders overwhelmingly commented on the importance of design to 
create an uplifting and pleasant environment for users. The Design Principles highlight key elements such 
as natural light, transparency, finishes, informal interaction opportunities, good wayfinding and instilling an 
overall sense of pride at the OVC.

Pride of Place
• The experience of OVC should invoke a feeling of pride in students, faculty, staff, clients and visitors.

Aligned with Campus Plans
• Technology solutions should be informed by relevant plans for the campus, such as the University of 

Guelph Campus Master Plan, OVC Master Plan and Integrated Plans and support the academic mission 
to cultivate academic excellence.

Quality Environment
• Facilities and infrastructure should support the BetterPlanet Project vision to provide a safe, accessible, 

and appealing setting that inspires and attracts students, faculty, and staff.

Regulatory and Accreditation
• Systems should support requirements placed by regulatory agencies and ongoing accreditation bodies 

such as the Council on Education of the AVMA/CVMA.

Compatible
• New systems must respect University standards and existing systems. However, existing standards should 

not hinder innovative thinking related to the specifics of this project or specialty applications that may 
require a “best-of-breed” equipment selection.

Sustainable and Supportable
• The solution will use resources effectively, efficiently and strategically. The use of renovated and new 

spaces and systems should be both sustainable and supportable with a minimal investment in support 
personnel and services.

Adaptability
• Systems and spaces should be able to adapt over time in response to changes in technologies and 

pedagogy. Short-term changes to the systems and spaces are referred to as “flexibility” and the long-
term changes to the system and spaces as “adaptability.”

Scalability
• The solutions must meet the long-term needs of the campus. Since technology integration is integral to 

the teaching and learning process, the long-term needs of both faculty and students will be increasingly 
reliant on scalable solutions.

Reflective Practice
• Critical to a medical curriculum is the ability of technology systems to bridge the gap between theory and 

practice, and foster student self-evaluation. To this end, audio and video capture will enable self-review 
of material and experiences from classroom proceedings and other learning events.

Natural Light
• Take every opportunity to retain existing access to natural light and enhance access for all spaces occupied 

by people where possible.
• Where appropriate provide sight-lines to outside natural light through interior windows.    

Transparency
• Provide visual transparency into occupied spaces where appropriate to enhance safety and connection 

with activities in spaces.
• Make new window openings in existing masonry walls where possible to improve transparency.   

Celebrate OVC
•Provide transparency to allow viewing of college activities.
•Include displays in corridors and circulation routes to celebrate veterinary history and research.    

Finishes and Colours 
•Make finishes appropriate for the function, provide visually pleasing and comfortable finishes in spaces for 
people.
•Consider use of references to historic finishes where possible in the student commons.   

Informal Learning/Interaction Space 
•Create informal learning opportunities and casual meeting with alcoves and circulation to foster interaction 
of students and faculty.   

Space Use
•Explore opportunities for space sharing and optimizing space utilization.   

Circulation
•Provide clear way finding and orientation for users and visitors.
•Explore options for corridor naming (e.g. Veterinary or animal names).
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C     Context and Components 

OVC Companion Animal Hospital

The OVC Companion Animal Hospital (formerly the ‘Small Animal Clinic’) as it exists today is comprised of 
various specialty services that provide tertiary care and learning opportunities for student veterinarians, for 
graduate students training to be specialists and biomedical scientists. Patients are referred to the hospital 
by private practitioners, and the faculty and specialists-in-training diagnose and treat these patients while 
educating students about their particular specialty. A major focus is on developing problem-solving skills that 
will be essential in a private practice setting or in other career pathways.

In recent years a considerable investment was made to renovate many areas of the companion animal 
hospital including: diagnostic imaging, intensive care unit, intermediate care unit, Mona Campbell Centre 
for Animal Cancer, reception, and examination rooms.  This master plan outlines a process to continue with 
the renovation of existing spaces to meet the changing needs of the OVC Health Sciences Centre

OVC Large Animal Hospital

The OVC Large Animal Hospital has traditionally included both horses and food animals. In 2010 there were 
nearly 215,000 horses in Ontario. The Large Animal Hospital focuses on horses and is a superb resource 
to horse owners and veterinarians of Ontario. It provides sophisticated diagnostic and treatment procedures 
for horses with neurological, gastrointestinal, metabolic, ophthalmic and cardiovascular illnesses. With 
increasing client expectations and competition it is critical to have high quality facilities.

Anatomy

Veterinary anatomy is currently located in Room 1618, built in 1949. Functionally, the existing space satisfies 
the users’ needs, although the “back of house” preparation and storage space could be made more efficient. 
Proximity of the lab and flexible lecture space adjacent to the lab provides an ideal student flow from a 
lecture to the lab. An option for the future that could improve utilization of the anatomy lab would be to 
conduct cadaver model surgical skills and anatomy teaching in the anatomy lab. Minor upgrading and 
reconfiguration of the existing preparation area could provide good teaching facilities for both anatomy and 
cadaver surgery. Further, sharing of the anatomy space will contribute to synergy and encourage interaction 
amongst students and faculty.
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Instruction & Learning

The OVC is currently limited in its ability to deliver both student and continuing education by the lack of 
spaces suited to the purpose of study, breakout, group work, group gathering, and knowledge management. 
The scope for this portion of the project includes an addition adjacent to the Lifetime Learning Centre with a 
connection to a renovated learning commons and the renovation of portions of the Lifetime Learning Centre. 
The new space will foster enhanced learning through flexible active learning classrooms, a communications 
training centre, and a clinical skills laboratory for learning of psychomotor skills. One of the key aspects of the 
enhanced clinical learning space is the addition of spaces for hands-on demonstrations and learning using 
inanimate and computer models. The addition of labs for communications training, surgical procedures, 
specialty procedures and distance learning environments will drive a series of new opportunities for the OVC. 
Further, the OVC has an opportunity to deliver required continuing education for veterinarians throughout 
the province. 

Materials Handling

The current Materials Handling space is undersized, particularly in receiving, unpacking, short term storage 
and space to accommodate outside service technicians for OVC equipment. A new location is proposed 
in the vacant space previously occupied by post mortem which will provide adequate space for Materials 
Handling functions and storage for OVC facilities. The location provides excellent access for deliveries, has 
an overhead door and will utilize an unused space. 

In addition to relocation of Materials Handling, consideration should be given to small distributed storage 
stations to reduce travel for users and increase efficiency of operations of the facility.

Pharmacy

The pharmacy is key function within OVC and is ideally located centrally to provide easy and efficient access 
for users in the Companion Animal Hospital and Large Animal Hospital.

The existing pharmacy will be displaced by renovations. The proposed new location will provide good access 
and proximity to both the Companion Animal Hospital and Large Animal Hospital.

Historic 1920’s Main Building

The current front entry facing Gordon Street is the historical formal entry to the Ontario Veterinary College. 
As the “front door” and symbol of the college’s long history, it is important to present an appropriate image 
and entry experience. Recent upgrades include refreshing the exterior facade, repair of the entry stairs, 
and new exterior railings. The Master Plan includes revealing the historic architectural detailing, upgrading 
finishes, introducing displays on walls and improving lighting, which will enhance the point of arrival and 
reinforce the connection with the learning commons.
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Population Medicine and Center for Public Health and Zoonoses (CPHAZ)

The Department of Population Medicine is an international leader in promoting the optimal health and 
productivity of animal populations particularly food animals and wildlife, in ensuring food safety and in 
preventing animal-related disease in humans. Currently located in three different buildings, a future relocation 
may be necessary as the hospital and other OVC components expand. A new space could potentially be 
in a new building as part of a multidisciplinary facility. The new facilities would accommodate teaching in 
an interdisciplinary manner, emphasizing the interrelationships of animals, humans, and the ecosystem. 
Students and faculty would perform field-based quantitative observational studies and clinical trials. The 
focus is on developing the necessary communication, quantitative, and problem-solving skills to integrate 
and apply this knowledge. In addition, faculty would continue to provide a mobile teaching practice to 
provide learning opportunities for students on the prevention and resolution of individual animal, herd, and 
industry-based health and productivity problems.

The mandate of the Centre for Public Health and Zoonoses (CPHAZ) is to provide leadership in research, 
education, and knowledge dissemination in animal-related aspects of public health. CPHAZ scientists and 
their collaborators conduct novel and state-of-the-art research into public health issues at the human-
animal-environmental interface, allow for close interaction among researchers with diverse disciplinary 
expertise and promote mentoring and scientific interchange between promising young researchers and 
talented experienced researchers.

Clinical Skills Labs II

The education of veterinary students requires a series of live animal, hands on labs and clinical teaching spaces 
associated with training in animal handling, safety, species specific demonstrations and communications.

Biomedical Research

Biomedical research is a key part of the OVC with active programs in various locations in the facility. 
Researchers involved in digital based studies are easily located in typical office space. Wet bench investigators 
require labs with appropriate services. Currently, this type of space is located in the Department of Biomedical 
Science wing on all three floor levels. Levels one and three have been renovated recently into open labs 
that foster collaboration and sharing, avoiding labs exclusively dedicated to individual researchers. It is 
recommended that the second floor be renovated in a similar manner to provide open labs to further 
encourage collaboration and efficient use of space and equipment. Other wet bench laboratories are located 
in the Pathobiology/Animal Health Laboratory Building, in the Department of Clinical Studies area and in the 
Centre for Public Health and Zoonoses Laboratory area.

Learning Technologies

The Learning Technologies  Unit is an internal service provider that delivers technology support for the OVC. 
Information technology based equipment and services are to all users in the OVC facility. Their premises 
provide office, storage, repair, meeting space, and the capability to prepare video presentation material. A 
central location is preferred to optimize access to serve their clients across the OVC complex

Biosecurity and Logistics

A small building currently provides space for biosecurity to process biohazardous material and other waste 
products. A more comprehensive single point biosecurity management facility could become a part of a 
larger new multidisciplinary building near the main core complex entering the Companion Animal and Large 
Animal Hospitals.

Pathobiology / Animal Health Laboratory

A large, 4-storey stand-alone building immediately south of the OVC Lifetime Learning Centre which 
provides classrooms, laboratories, offices, meeting rooms and support spaces for teaching/research related 
to the advancement of knowledge in veterinary and comparative pathology, veterinary infectious disease and 
immunology.

Farm Animal Research Isolation

The existing facilities in Building 046 are in poor condition and at end of life without potential to renovate 
to meet current requirements. Alternate facilities will be required to accommodate anticipated current and 
future research to address important farm animal infectious diseases.
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P  Planning Concepts

1. POTENTIAL RENOVATIONS

During the functional program phase of the study several important initiatives were identified as being 
essential for the OVC to maintain accreditation and to maintain the quality of the learning, healthcare 
and research programs into the future. With funding as a major challenge, a strategy was developed to 
implement a progression of smaller renovations and an addition to the Lifetime Learning Centre;  this allows 
for fundraising targeted to specific smaller projects with lesser costs rather than a large major renovation. 
Further, an incremental approach is very practical from an operational point of view by minimizing the 
disruption and impact of construction within the operating facility.

All concepts are focused on achieving a more efficient programmatic layout and take advantage of the 
opportunities of available space discovered in the space utilization study. The order of renovations will be 
determined by funding and priorities as decided by the OVC.

HOSPITAL PROJECTS:
Project One - New Surgery and Anesthesia
• Phase 1: Renovations to Building #046 (rooms #102, #103/#103A, #104/#104A, #113/113A, 

#114/114A) & the north-west portion of Building #049 (former Labs #1115 – to – #1123) 
to accommodate Medical Records, HSC-OVC & DVCS Offices, and graduate students.

• Phase 2: Renovate the second floor of Building #003 to provide one temporary large, flexible instruction 
space in the former Library #2661.

• Phase 3: Relocate Ultrasound #1430 into Student Room #1220.
• Phase 4: Relocate Therio Labs from rooms #1444 & #1444A to Swing Space #1429 & Ultrasound 

#1430.
• Phase 5: Relocate the Large Animal Imaging Suite from rooms #1431 & #1431A into Lab #1471 & 

Office #1475. 
• Phase 6: Establish new public east-west corridor through the former Offices #1436 – to – #1451. At 

Office #1436/Washroom #1436A provide temporary route north-south from existing – to – 
new corridor at that location (no demolition work at Decontamination #1207/1207A/1207B, 
Sterilization #1211, Maintenance #1432/1433 and Office #1435 until phase 9).

• Phase 7: Construct new Anesthesia & Surgery suites.
• Phase 8: Construct new Central Sterile (Large Animal Surgery locker/change/ washroom and storage 

areas relocates into new CAH Surgery completed under phase 7).
• Phase 9: Once the Central Sterile department is relocated and operational at their new location under 

phase 8, proceed with selective demolition at rooms #1207/#1211, #1207A/B, 1432, 
1433, 1435 to continue the new public corridor west to C1221.

• Phase 10: Construct new Endoscopy suite #11004 / 11005 / 11015 and Surgery Recovery #12019 / 
Recovery Nurse #12022.

Project Two - New Space for Enhanced Clinical Learning
• Phase 1: Construct two-storey addition to the east of the Lifetime Learning Centre #077 complete with 

link to the second floor of Building #003.
• Phase 2: Renovate the second floor of Building #003 and Study Room 2660 in building #039 to 

provide a Student Commons area, including relocation of doors in Corridor C202 further 
south to the north side of Study Room 2660.

• Phase 3: Renovate smaller lecture halls #1713 & #1715 to provide flat-floored, flexible teaching 
spaces.

• Phase 4: Renovate larger lecture hall #1714 to provide a flat-floored, flexible teaching space.
• Phase 5: Option:  construct an enclosed second storey link to the PAHL Building #089 (renovate north-

most portion of Microscope Room #2800 at PAHL to extend Corridor C2823 to accommodate).
• Phase 6: Option:  construct a shelled-in third storey for future Enhanced Learning expansion.
• Phase 7: Option:  construct a third storey with one large, sub-dividable, multi-function space complete 

with washrooms. 

Project Three - New Treatment Rooms, Office and Rounds Rooms in former Surgery/Anesthesia
• Phase 1: Renovate former CAH Surgical suite to provide new Treatment rooms and ICU Storage/   
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Isolation/Coffee/Office/Rounds & Student Rooms.
• Phase 2: Decontaminate (remove cobalt) from LAH Ward 5 rooms #1477, #1477A, and #1478. 

Renovate to provide new single stock treatment suite.
• Phase 3: Relocate Pharmacy from rooms #1215 – to – #1219 into Double Stocks Treatment suite 

#1423, #1423A, #1423C and #1426.

Project Four - Outpatient Specialties + Rounds Room
• Phase 1: Renovate existing Treatment & Office areas #1216 – to – #1283 to provide new Outpatient 

Specialties and Rounds Rooms/Student Space. (Note: Offices relocated to Building #049 
under Project One).

Project Five - Materials Handling/Laundry + Staff Areas
• Phase 1: Renovate former Post-Mortem suite to accommodate Receiving/Materials Handling/Laundry 

and Facilities Storage.
• Phase 2: Renovate existing Receiving/Materials rooms #1401 – to – #1403 into Staff Lockers/Kitchen 

and former Laundry #1404 & #1408 for Staff Area.
• Phase 3: Renovate Corridors C1228 & C1294 and Sunken Lounge #1294 into Duty areas.

Project 15 - Cancer Biotherapy Research
• Renovate the Kitchen area north of Intermediate Care Unit #1231 to provide a negatively pressurized,  

HEPA filtered isolation room with anteroom to biological safety level 2 standards.
 
TEACHING PROJECTS:
Project Six - Clinical Skills II renovations
• Phase 1: Renovate the west end of Building #183 (rooms #1308A – to – #1321) to provide an 

enhanced clinical skills suite.
 
OTHER PROJECTS:
Project Seven - Learning Technologies & Student Lockers
• Phase 1: Renovate former Labs #2115 & #2120 to accommodate Learning Technologies (IT) and 

Videography.
• Phase 2: Renovate former Lab #2114 for large HSC Conference room.
• Phase 3: Renovate existing Learning Technologies/Videography rooms #1600 – to – #1601 for new 

DVM Student Lockers and Change-rooms (unisex).
• Phase 4: Renovate Meeting Room #1708 to provide storage for Cafeteria furniture (chairs & tables).

Project Eight - Main Front Entry Renovations
• Phase 1: Clean exterior stone cladding and patch/clean concrete steps.
• Phase 2: Strip window trim and stain finish to match doors.
• Phase 3: Replace pendant lights with new energy-efficient fixtures that retain the historic 1920’s 

architectural style.

• Phase 4: Replace entry door hardware (two sets of doors) and both the exterior & interior stair handrails 
(with all finishes to match each other).

• Phase 5: Install new planters on top of existing concrete walls both sides of exterior stair.
• Phase 6: Remove existing suspended acoustic tile ceiling in Entry Corridor C202 and install new gypsum 

board ceilings with appropriate colours/trims, coffers (along the east & west walls), and new 
suspended pendant light fixtures/medallions in the hallway (and recessed cove lights in the 
coffers to down light the wall surfaces and back-light the stained glass above the entry doors).

• Phase 7: Provide stained wood trim & panelling, and fabric panel wall coverings to provide a historic, 
sophisticated arrival hall complete with panels/down-lights for portraits and displays. Replace 
suite access doors from the corridor with stained wood doors (glazed/sidelights as appropriate) 
and new hardware to match the entry doors. (Note: doors at south end of C202 are relocated 
further south/replaced under Project Five).

• Phase 8: Install new carpets with borders and insets to match the historic, upgraded finishes at the new 
ceilings and walls.

Project Nine - Large Animal Hospital renovations
• Renovate to provide consolidated Bovine + Mare/Fowl + Horses + Treatment + Food/Shavings + 

Research areas

Project Ten - Gross Anatomy renovations
• Renovate to consolidate Gross Anatomy + Cadaver Surgery programs.

Project 11 - McNabb House renovations
• Renovate to upgrade mechanical/electrical systems and repurpose as Alumni Centre/Archives (reception, 

offices, display) or similar. Upgrade/renew interior finishes/hardware/fixtures as appropriate together 
with mechanical and electrical service upgrades.

 
PROPOSED PROJECTS  (NOT-FOR-COSTING):
Project 12 - Population Medicine & CPHAZ Building
• New building where current buildings #095 and #174 are located to accommodate Population Medicine 

& CPHAZ.

Project 13 - Farm Animal Research Isolation Unit relocation
• Option 1: Renovate portion of the Large Animal Isolation Building #090 to accommodate the Farm   

  Animal Research Isolation unit.
• Option 2: Relocate into a portion of the Central Animal Facility (buildings #012 & #175).
• Option 2: Relocate into a new building adjacent to the Central Animal Facility (where ABEL buildings  

  #165 & #167 are currently located).

Project 14 - Biohazardous/Waste Management Building
• New building to store/process biohazardous materials and other waste products
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2. RENOVATIONS AND PROJECT/PHASING

The Master Plan establishes a strategy for phased improvements in the OVC that include relocation and 
expansion of existing functions. This diagram illustrates proposed locations of the affected functions.
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3. BUILDING UTILIZATION

In the current use of the OVC complex, many of the spaces are under-utilized because the organization of 
the facility has not been updated with the evolving needs of the OVC. Rooms are often not allocated with 
significant proximity to other, related functions. This, in addition to inefficient scheduling, results in a waste 
of operations costs and travel time. See Appendix A for more detail.

Through renovations, use of vacant space and efficient planning there is opportunity to improve space 
utilization, functionality and quality of the teaching/learning, clinical and research environment. The new 
space for Enhanced Clinical Learning is phased as a new construction because no appropriate space of size, 
location, or utility was available within the existing OVC.

UNUSED UNDERUTILIZED UTILIZED OVERUTILIZED
10% 22% 67% 0%

25,800 SF 55,200 SF 186,100 SF 0 SF

UNUSED UNDERUTILIZED UTILIZED OVERUTILIZED
0% 5% 95% 0%

0 SF 12,300 SF 233,800 SF 0 SF

CURRENT

PROPOSED

POTENTIAL
ADDITION

LEVEL 2 - BUILDING UTILIZATION

PROJECT NORTH

TRUE NORTH

UNUSED UNDERUTILIZED UTILIZED OVERUTILIZED CIRCULATION SPECIALIZIEDLEVEL 1 - BUILDING UTILIZATION

FOOD ANIMAL RESEARCH
ISOLATION FACILITY

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS & ECONOMICS

POTENTIAL
ADDITION

PROJECT NORTH

TRUE NORTH

UNUSED UNDERUTILIZED UTILIZED OVERUTILIZED CIRCULATION SPECIALIZIED

BASEMENT - BUILDING UTILIZATION

PROJECT NORTH

TRUE NORTH

UNUSED UNDERUTILIZED UTILIZED OVERUTILIZED CIRCULATION SPECIALIZIED

BASEMENT - BUILDING UTILIZATION

PROJECT NORTH

TRUE NORTH

UNUSED UNDERUTILIZED UTILIZED OVERUTILIZED CIRCULATION SPECIALIZIED
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  Functional Program and Assessment:

Over a series of interviews, tours and focus groups, the design team has compiled documents to outline the 
needs of each unit and department within the Ontario Veterinary College. To address these needs, options 
have been developed. The documents that follow are designed to prescribe the functional and specific re-
quirements of each option. The following is provided:

• Project Program Summary
• Project Program

METHODOLOGY

The space program for the Ontario Veterinary College was developed after consultation with the various 
Departments and Services within the College, with input received from faculty, staff and students. In addition, 
a virtual tour of recently constructed and renovated Veterinary Colleges across Canada and the United States 
was undertaken, and special consultants for veterinary design and audio/video technologies were employed 
to provide benchmarking.

These efforts translated into test fit/design plans that illustrate the desired locations, adjacencies, access, 
circulation, internal layout and equipment/furniture requirements for each department and service.

Following review of the test fits, complete with input on related mechanical and electrical infrastructure up-
grades, separate projects with construction phasing were developed to define the prioritized needs of the 
OVC. The scope of each project was considered so that the estimated costs are within the $5 – to – $12 
million range. 

A Master Plan Feedback Opportunity was subsequently scheduled in the OVC Cafeteria to provide an op-
portunity for staff, students, and others to view, discuss, and provide comments to the consultant team and 
Steering Committee on the design plans. This 5-hour public engagement was extended via an on-line pre-
sentation of the same, with additional feedback received.

The order in which the projects proceed will ultimately be determined by funding and priorities as decided by 
the OVC. The Functional Program pages that follow further describe these projects complete with estimated 
construction completion times for each.

F
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C    Companion Animal Hospital Renovation

The existing Companion Animal Hospital (CAH) was analyzed to identify opportunities to enhance the fa-
cilities, building efficiency, and the quality of the experience for the staff, students and the public/users. The 
CAH projects also respond to accreditation reviews and other licensing requirements.

The first CAH project provides new anesthesia/recovery, surgery, endoscopy and central sterile suites. Sub-
sequent projects repurpose the existing surgery and sterile areas, and better locate departments such as 
Pharmacy which also serve the Large Animal Hospital to the south, reducing cross-contamination concerns. 
Enhanced treatment areas, duty offices, rounds rooms and support spaces for both staff and students further 
increase the efficiency and functions of the Companion Animal Hospital.

These projects complete with cost reports are presented to be considered for their advantages and disadvan-
tages with subsequent decisions on initiatives to fund and implement.

Corridor

Nurses Station

Estimated 
Construction Schedule

PROJECT 1
Phase 1 - 5
Phase 6
Phase 7
Phase 8
Phase 9
Phase 10 1 mo
Close-out 18 mo Total

PROJECT 2
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 16 mo Total

PROJECT 3
Phase 1 - 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 8.5 mo Total

PROJECT 4
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 5
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 10.5 mo Total

PROJECT 6
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 7
Phase 1
Phase 2 1 mo
Close-out 4.5 mo Total

PROJECT 8
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 3.5 mo Total

PROJECT 9
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 19.5 mo Total

PROJECT 10
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 11
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 6 mo Total

PROJECT 15
Renovations .5 mo
Close-out 4 mo Total

M25M21 M22 M23 M24

18.5 mo

4 mo

5 mo

3.5 mo

2.5 mo

2.5 mo

4 mo

4 mo
3 mo

2.5 mo

11 mo

M20M14 M15M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M10 M11 M12 M13

3.5 mo

M16 M17 M18 M19

2 mo
2 mo

4 mo

4.5 mo
1 mo

1 mo
3 mo

4 mo
3.5 mo

4.5 mo
3 mo
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P Project 1 - CAH New Surgery & Anesthesia
At the locations currently occupied by the OVC-HSC administrative offices, large animal imaging suite, two 
1950’s tiered lecture theatres, the theriogenology labs, medical records, and the storage + change/wash 
areas for large animal surgery, renovate to provide a new anesthesia/recovery, surgery, change/wash areas, 
and central sterile department. The new change/wash areas are shared by both Companion Animal and the 
adjacent Large Animal surgery areas. Departments/services displaced by the above work are accommodated 
via renovations in other parts of the OVC to provide a new large animal imaging suite, theriogenology labs, 
medical records, HSC offices, and a temporary large lecture space. Medical Records and HSC offices will 
be located in the old VMI building. A new east-west public corridor is similarly provided, and the remainder 
of the former decontamination/sterilization suite is renovated to provide endoscopy rooms. An option to 
construct a third, temporary large lecture space could be deleted if revisions to the current class scheduling 
which requires three learning spaces during the mornings was revised to make use of the underutilized 
afternoon periods.

Functional Relationships:
• New Surgical suite incorporates separate clean and sterile corridors for the appropriate movement of 

animals, equipment and staff/students. These corridors are separated from each other and from the new 
public corridor that maintains access across the building from east-to-west.

• New Anesthesia & Recovery suites are accessed to the west of the surgical suites, while the change/wash 
areas are to the east. Central Sterile is immediately to the south, adjacent to the existing Large Animal 
surgery suites.

• New Endoscopy suites are located in close proximity to the north of the Anesthesia/Recovery suites.
• Relocated Large Animal Imaging suite remains accessible from the animal Corridor 1471/1480 similar 

to current.
• Theriogenology labs move further west but remain in close proximity to both the Companion Animal and 

Large Animal Hospitals.
• Ultrasound relocates north in closer proximity to other Companion Animal Hospital services.
• Existing Large Animal Surgery receives minor improvements, including lighting and finishes. New shower/

washroom/lockers are provided as part of the Companion Animal Hospital surgical suite.
• Existing stat lab is enlarged together with adjacent support rooms for use by both the large and companion 

animal surgical suites.
• Medical Records is relocated to remain in close proximity to the Companion Animal Hospital and Cancer 

Centre. It is also adjacent to the relocated HSC Administration Offices.
• Veterinarian Offices are located in the west portion of Cancer Building #049 and east wing of VMI 

Building #046;  this is preferred as it provides suitable separation from the Animal Hospitals to prevent 
frequent interruptions.

• Graduate Student Offices are located in the east wing of former VMI Building #046 near their exterior 
access doors and the lockers in the west portion of adjacent Building #049.

• Clinical Studies offices are located on the first floor of VMI Building #046.
• Temporary large instruction space is established in the former Library (building #003) in close proximity 

to other lecture spaces in the Lifetime Learning Centre #077 and PAHL building #089.
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Functional Relationships

COMPANION 
ANIMAL

HOSPITAL

LARGE
ANIMAL

HOSPITAL

CANCER
CENTRE

MEDICAL
RECORDS

THERIO-
GENOLOGY

LARGE
ANIMAL

IMAGING

OFFICES

ULTRA-
SOUND

SURGERYANESTHESIA

ENDO-
SCOPYICU CENTRAL

STERILE

STAT
LAB

RADIO-
LOGYRECOVERY

COMPANION ANIMAL HOSPITAL

SURGERY & ANESTHESIA

Project 1 Phase 1 Option A - HSC-OVC Offices & Graduate Offices

Key Plan
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Project 1 Phase 1 Option B - Open HSC-OVC Offices & Graduate Offices

Key Plan
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Project 1 Phase 1 Option A - OVC Clinical / Veterinarian/ Business Offices & Medical Records

Key Plan
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Project 1 Phase 1 Option B - Open OVC Clinical / Veterinarian/ Business Offices & Medical Records

Key Plan
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Project 1 Phase 3 - Ultrasound RelocationProject 1 Phase 2 - Temporary Flexible Instruction Space

Note: this phase may potentially be avoided by creatively scheduling available time in nearby lecture and 
auditorium spaces on campus.

Key Plan Key Plan
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Project 1 Phase 5 - Large Animal Imaging SuiteProject 1 Phase 4  - Theriogenology Lab Relocation

Key Plan Key Plan
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Project 1 Phase 6 - New Public East-West Corridor

Key Plan
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Project 1 Phase 7 - Anesthesia & Surgery Suite

Key Plan

Surgery
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Project 1 Phase 8 - New Central Sterile  Project 1 Phase 9 &10 -  Endoscopy Suite

Key Plan Key Plan
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 Project 2 - New Space for Enhanced Clinical Learning

Previous plans to expand the Lifetime Learning Centre focused on a second storey addition to that 22-year-
old building. The upper addition would significantly disrupt the existing facility during construction, 
affecting use of the one large and two smaller lecture theatres, the cafeteria, and the smaller learning 
rooms adjacent.

To avoid disruption to the Lifetime Learning Centre, a design for a stand-alone two-storey addition 
immediately east is proposed. This addition further provides the opportunity to consider a third storey and/
or a second storey link to the PAHL building to the south (while maintaining the concept of linking to the 
old Main Building to the north via the former Library space similar to the previously planned LLC second 
storey). The exterior design of the addition mediates between the historic old Main Building (1922) to the 
north and the contemporary PAHL building to the south.

Functional Relationships:
• ground floor corridor seamlessly links to the existing Lifetime Learning Centre to the west, and the new 

corridor is wider to accommodate large groups of students and informal seating. Alcoves at the upper 
floor(s) also provide seating areas.

• open, central stair facilitates vertical movement and orients users to the activities and functions on 
the other floor(s). An elevator provides disabled access and assists with the movement of furniture, 

P equipment and other items.
• washrooms are stacked vertically for economy and efficiency. A larger women’s washroom is provided 

at the ground floor to better accommodate the increased percentage of female students.
• a separate room designated to meet the needs of students requiring special accommodations.
• existing small learning room #1708 adjacent to the cafeteria is repurposed for furniture & equipment 

storage, while a similar room in the addition replaces that meeting space.
• new learning space is provided at the ground floor to provide three large instruction rooms for the 

OVC as required by the current schedule. This space is flat-floored to provide greater flexibility in use 
and configuration than the existing tiered lecture halls.

• option to eliminate tiers in the one large + two half-size (60 student) lecture halls in the LLC (RM 1713, 
1714, & 1715) so that they are also flat-floored with movable furniture.

• new Clinical Skills space on the second floor is sub-dividable via a retractable acoustic wall to provide 
one large or two smaller instruction rooms. A large storage room is provided for furniture, equipment, 
models and other items.

• two groups of three rooms on the second floor provide a central observation room with 1-way glass to 
the two adjacent rooms for communications, clinical medicine and study spaces.

• optional third floor has a larger (250 student) instruction space that can be subdivided into two rooms 
+ a smaller instruction space.

• new exterior entry plaza to the east includes low slope walkways to provide level entry to the addition 
(avoid the use of stairs & ramps).

Level 2 Stair, Enhanced Clinical Learning Addition
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Estimated 
Construction Schedule

PROJECT 1
Phase 1 - 5
Phase 6
Phase 7
Phase 8
Phase 9
Phase 10 1 mo
Close-out 18 mo Total

PROJECT 2
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 16 mo Total

PROJECT 3
Phase 1 - 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 8.5 mo Total

PROJECT 4
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 5
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 10.5 mo Total

PROJECT 6
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 7
Phase 1
Phase 2 1 mo
Close-out 4.5 mo Total

PROJECT 8
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 3.5 mo Total

PROJECT 9
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 19.5 mo Total

PROJECT 10
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 11
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 6 mo Total

PROJECT 15
Renovations .5 mo
Close-out 4 mo Total

M25M21 M22 M23 M24

18.5 mo

4 mo

5 mo

3.5 mo

2.5 mo

2.5 mo

4 mo

4 mo
3 mo

2.5 mo

11 mo

M20M14 M15M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M10 M11 M12 M13

3.5 mo

M16 M17 M18 M19

2 mo
2 mo

4 mo

4.5 mo
1 mo

1 mo
3 mo

4 mo
3.5 mo

4.5 mo
3 mo

Estimated 
Construction Schedule

PROJECT 1
Phase 1 - 5
Phase 6
Phase 7
Phase 8
Phase 9
Phase 10 1 mo
Close-out 18 mo Total

PROJECT 2
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 16 mo Total

PROJECT 3
Phase 1 - 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 8.5 mo Total

PROJECT 4
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 5
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 10.5 mo Total

PROJECT 6
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 7
Phase 1
Phase 2 1 mo
Close-out 4.5 mo Total

PROJECT 8
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 3.5 mo Total

PROJECT 9
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 19.5 mo Total

PROJECT 10
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 11
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 6 mo Total

PROJECT 15
Renovations .5 mo
Close-out 4 mo Total

M25M21 M22 M23 M24

18.5 mo

4 mo

5 mo

3.5 mo

2.5 mo

2.5 mo

4 mo

4 mo
3 mo

2.5 mo

11 mo

M20M14 M15M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M10 M11 M12 M13

3.5 mo

M16 M17 M18 M19

2 mo
2 mo

4 mo

4.5 mo
1 mo

1 mo
3 mo

4 mo
3.5 mo

4.5 mo
3 mo
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Project 2 Phase 1 -  Enhanced Clinical Learning Addition - First Floor

Key Plan
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Project 2 Phase 1 -  Enhanced Clinical Learning Addition - First Floor Alternative Layout

Key Plan
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Project 2 Phase 1 -  Enhanced Clinical Learning Addition - Second Floor Project 2 Phase 2 -  Student Commons - Second Floor

Key Plan Key Plan
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Clinical Skills I, Enhanced Clinical Learning Addition

Observation and Communications Rooms, Level 2 Enhanced Clinical Learning Addition 
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Key Plan Key Plan

Project 2 Phase 3 -  Renovate Smaller Lecture Halls 1713 & 1715 in
        Lifetime Learning Building - First Floor

Project 2 Phase 4 -  Renovate Large Lecture Hall 1714 in
        Lifetime Learning Building - First Floor
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Project 2 Phase 5 - Enclosed Link to PAHL Building - Second Floor Project 2 Phase 6 & 7 - Enhanced Clinical Learning Addition- Third Floor

Key Plan Key Plan
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POTENTIAL ENCLOSED LINK TO PAHL

POTENTIAL ENCLOSED LINK TO PAHL

2 Storey Enhanced Clinical Learning Addition 

3 Storey Enhanced Clinical Learning Addition 

ENHANCED CLINICAL LEARNING
NEW ADDITION

ENHANCED CLINICAL LEARNING
NEW ADDITION
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2 Storey Enhanced Clinical Learning Addition 

3 Storey Enhanced Clinical Learning Addition 

2 Storey Enhanced Clinical Learning Addition 
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 Project 3 - Treatment, Pharmacy, Technician & Duty Rooms

Following completion of Project One, which relocates the current surgery, anesthesia and central sterile 
suites, Project Three renovates those areas to provide additional treatment , tech, and duty spaces. 

Also affected is the current Pharmacy, which relocates to a more central location between the Companion 
and Large Animal Hospitals. Pharmacy displaces an existing double stocks treatment room for the Large 
Animal Hospital (LAH), and a new single stock treatment space is provided in the current LAH Ward 5 fol-
lowing removal of the stored cobalt at that location and related decontamination.

Functional Relationships:
• existing ICU gains a separate coffee area immediately adjacent for staff who must remain within that 

suite.
• one new Rounds Room between the ICU and Treatment suites.
• three new Treatment rooms together with related storage and Tech work areas.
• two new Supervisor offices near the existing ICU and new Treatment/Tech suites.
• access to Ward 5 (rooms #1477/A & #1478) in the Large Animal Hospital is regained by removing 

the stored cobalt (equipment) off-site for disposal and decontamination/cleaning of that suite. Remove 
the east-most half of the north walls in both rooms #1477 and #1478 to facilitate access by larger 
animals and provide a sliding doors similar to other Wards and Treatment rooms.

• relocate Pharmacy to a central location between the Companion & Large Animal Hospitals (into current 
stock treatment room #1426) to reduce possible cross-contamination due to LAH staff having to enter 
the CAH to visit the current Pharmacy.

P

Estimated 
Construction Schedule

PROJECT 1
Phase 1 - 5
Phase 6
Phase 7
Phase 8
Phase 9
Phase 10 1 mo
Close-out 18 mo Total

PROJECT 2
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 16 mo Total

PROJECT 3
Phase 1 - 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 8.5 mo Total

PROJECT 4
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 5
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 10.5 mo Total

PROJECT 6
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 7
Phase 1
Phase 2 1 mo
Close-out 4.5 mo Total

PROJECT 8
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 3.5 mo Total

PROJECT 9
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 19.5 mo Total

PROJECT 10
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 11
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 6 mo Total

PROJECT 15
Renovations .5 mo
Close-out 4 mo Total

M25M21 M22 M23 M24

18.5 mo

4 mo

5 mo

3.5 mo

2.5 mo

2.5 mo

4 mo

4 mo
3 mo

2.5 mo

11 mo

M20M14 M15M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M10 M11 M12 M13

3.5 mo

M16 M17 M18 M19

2 mo
2 mo

4 mo

4.5 mo
1 mo

1 mo
3 mo

4 mo
3.5 mo

4.5 mo
3 mo

Estimated 
Construction Schedule

PROJECT 1
Phase 1 - 5
Phase 6
Phase 7
Phase 8
Phase 9
Phase 10 1 mo
Close-out 18 mo Total

PROJECT 2
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 16 mo Total

PROJECT 3
Phase 1 - 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 8.5 mo Total

PROJECT 4
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 5
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 10.5 mo Total

PROJECT 6
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 7
Phase 1
Phase 2 1 mo
Close-out 4.5 mo Total

PROJECT 8
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 3.5 mo Total

PROJECT 9
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 19.5 mo Total

PROJECT 10
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 11
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 6 mo Total

PROJECT 15
Renovations .5 mo
Close-out 4 mo Total

M25M21 M22 M23 M24

18.5 mo

4 mo

5 mo

3.5 mo

2.5 mo

2.5 mo

4 mo

4 mo
3 mo

2.5 mo

11 mo

M20M14 M15M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M10 M11 M12 M13

3.5 mo

M16 M17 M18 M19

2 mo
2 mo

4 mo

4.5 mo
1 mo

1 mo
3 mo

4 mo
3.5 mo

4.5 mo
3 mo
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Project 3 Phase 1 -  Treatment Rooms, Rounds & Student Room/Office/ICU Storage

PHARMACY

TREATMENT
SUITE
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STUDENT
ROOMS

SINGLE
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TREATMENT
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ANIMAL
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LARGE
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Functional Relationships

Key Plan
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Project 3 Phase 2 -  LAH Treatment Suite
























































































































































































Project 3 Phase 3 -  Pharmacy

Key Plan Key Plan
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 Project 4 - Outpatient Specialties + Rounds RoomsP

Estimated 
Construction Schedule

PROJECT 1
Phase 1 - 5
Phase 6
Phase 7
Phase 8
Phase 9
Phase 10 1 mo
Close-out 18 mo Total

PROJECT 2
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 16 mo Total

PROJECT 3
Phase 1 - 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 8.5 mo Total

PROJECT 4
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 5
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 10.5 mo Total

PROJECT 6
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 7
Phase 1
Phase 2 1 mo
Close-out 4.5 mo Total

PROJECT 8
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 3.5 mo Total

PROJECT 9
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 19.5 mo Total

PROJECT 10
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 11
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 6 mo Total

PROJECT 15
Renovations .5 mo
Close-out 4 mo Total

M25M21 M22 M23 M24

18.5 mo

4 mo

5 mo

3.5 mo

2.5 mo

2.5 mo

4 mo

4 mo
3 mo

2.5 mo

11 mo

M20M14 M15M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M10 M11 M12 M13

3.5 mo

M16 M17 M18 M19

2 mo
2 mo

4 mo

4.5 mo
1 mo

1 mo
3 mo

4 mo
3.5 mo

4.5 mo
3 mo

Estimated 
Construction Schedule

PROJECT 1
Phase 1 - 5
Phase 6
Phase 7
Phase 8
Phase 9
Phase 10 1 mo
Close-out 18 mo Total

PROJECT 2
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 16 mo Total

PROJECT 3
Phase 1 - 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 8.5 mo Total

PROJECT 4
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 5
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 10.5 mo Total

PROJECT 6
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 7
Phase 1
Phase 2 1 mo
Close-out 4.5 mo Total

PROJECT 8
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 3.5 mo Total

PROJECT 9
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 19.5 mo Total

PROJECT 10
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 11
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 6 mo Total

PROJECT 15
Renovations .5 mo
Close-out 4 mo Total

M25M21 M22 M23 M24

18.5 mo

4 mo

5 mo

3.5 mo

2.5 mo

2.5 mo

4 mo

4 mo
3 mo

2.5 mo

11 mo

M20M14 M15M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M10 M11 M12 M13

3.5 mo

M16 M17 M18 M19

2 mo
2 mo

4 mo

4.5 mo
1 mo

1 mo
3 mo

4 mo
3.5 mo

4.5 mo
3 mo







 
















 
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
  
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
  

 
  
  
  
  
  

 
 
 

Following completion of Project Three, which provided new Treatment areas and the relocation of the 
current Pharmacy to a more central location between the Companion and Large Animal Hospitals, Project 
Four renovates existing CAH Treatment rooms and repurposes the former Pharmacy suite and adjacent 
areas.

New Treatment & Procedure areas are provided together with related support, storage, prep and tech 
areas. A Therapy room is also included in the renovations in this same area. Where the Pharmacy suite 
was located, additional Rounds/Student/Multipurpose Rooms are provided. 

Functional Relationships:
• Outpatient Specialty areas are located in close proximity to existing Exam, ICU and Animal Wards,  
 and the new Treatment areas constructed under Project Two.
• new Therapy room is near other treatment areas and has direct access to/from an exterior   
 courtyard with fenced dog walks.
• cluster of four new medical/surgery Rounds Rooms located within the Companion Animal Hospital  
 can be configured to provide two larger rooms for Rounds, Student use, or other learning    
 requirements.
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Project 4 Phase 1 -  Outpatients Specialties & Rounds Rooms

Key Plan
DISPATCH
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 Project 5 - Materials Handling/Laundry & Staff AreasP

Estimated 
Construction Schedule

PROJECT 1
Phase 1 - 5
Phase 6
Phase 7
Phase 8
Phase 9
Phase 10 1 mo
Close-out 18 mo Total

PROJECT 2
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 16 mo Total

PROJECT 3
Phase 1 - 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 8.5 mo Total

PROJECT 4
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 5
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 10.5 mo Total

PROJECT 6
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 7
Phase 1
Phase 2 1 mo
Close-out 4.5 mo Total

PROJECT 8
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 3.5 mo Total

PROJECT 9
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 19.5 mo Total

PROJECT 10
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 11
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 6 mo Total

PROJECT 15
Renovations .5 mo
Close-out 4 mo Total

M25M21 M22 M23 M24

18.5 mo

4 mo

5 mo

3.5 mo

2.5 mo

2.5 mo

4 mo

4 mo
3 mo

2.5 mo

11 mo

M20M14 M15M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M10 M11 M12 M13

3.5 mo

M16 M17 M18 M19

2 mo
2 mo

4 mo

4.5 mo
1 mo

1 mo
3 mo

4 mo
3.5 mo

4.5 mo
3 mo

Estimated 
Construction Schedule

PROJECT 1
Phase 1 - 5
Phase 6
Phase 7
Phase 8
Phase 9
Phase 10 1 mo
Close-out 18 mo Total

PROJECT 2
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 16 mo Total

PROJECT 3
Phase 1 - 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 8.5 mo Total

PROJECT 4
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 5
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 10.5 mo Total

PROJECT 6
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 7
Phase 1
Phase 2 1 mo
Close-out 4.5 mo Total

PROJECT 8
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 3.5 mo Total

PROJECT 9
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 19.5 mo Total

PROJECT 10
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 11
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 6 mo Total

PROJECT 15
Renovations .5 mo
Close-out 4 mo Total

M25M21 M22 M23 M24

18.5 mo

4 mo

5 mo

3.5 mo

2.5 mo

2.5 mo

4 mo

4 mo
3 mo

2.5 mo

11 mo

M20M14 M15M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M10 M11 M12 M13

3.5 mo

M16 M17 M18 M19

2 mo
2 mo

4 mo

4.5 mo
1 mo

1 mo
3 mo

4 mo
3.5 mo

4.5 mo
3 mo







 
















 
   
   
   
  
   
 
   
   

 
 

   
   
    
  
  

  



    
    
   
  

 
  
  

 
  




  
  
  
  

 
   
   
  

 
 
 

An expanded and enhanced Receiving and Materials Handling service is accommodated by relocation to 
the former Post-Mortem suite (no longer in use). Laundry is also relocated to the same area to maintain 
efficiencies, and the areas vacated by both departments is repurposed to provide staff lockers and support 
space.

The new staff area also allows for the existing sunken staff lounge adjacent to the Companion Animal Hos-
pital to be repurposed as a new Duty area for CAH staff. 

Functional Relationships:
• new Duty area for the Companion Animal Hospital is near ICU and Treatment suites with work space 

for 22 persons.
• Receiving & Materials Handling is enlarged/enhanced to better catalogue, separate, track and store 

items. Former Post-Mortem suite is near the existing Receiving so vehicle access is the same, and there 
are two overhead doors at Post-Mortem (versus only one a the current location).

• larger Receiving/Materials Handling suite includes a secure area for equipment requiring repairs or 
service so that outside vendors can access and complete their work without disrupting more sensitive/
clean areas within the OVC facility.

• Laundry areas are consolidated in the same general area, with receiving/delivery via a second over-
head door (existing).

• new Staff area is expanded to better accommodate the number of users, and provides additional lock-
ers, kitchenette, and eating/break space.

• location of new Staff area is located away from the Companion and Large Animal Hospitals to provide 
better separation (including personal food items).
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Project 5 Phase 1 -  Material Handling & Laundry

Key Plan
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Project 5 Phase 2 -  Staff Area









 
 



 
 


 

 











 




 
 



 
 








 




 




 
 


 




 

 

 
 

 


 




 




 







































Project 5 Phase 3 -  Duty Space

Key Plan Key Plan
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 Project 6 - Clinical Skills II Renovations

Clinical Skills II (cadaver surgeries) is located in the west portion of Building #183 and additional renova-
tions to include the use of adjacent rooms will enhance that program.

Functional Relationships:
• renovations to existing recovery bays #1313 A/B to provide an enlarged gown/scrub area along the 

east side of Surgery #1313.
• removal of half-height walls in Surgery #1313 to provide a more open, flexible instruction space.
• room #1320 renovated to provide model & teaching storage for the adjacent instruction space 

#1311.
• new Equipment Storage in rooms #1309 and #1321 are in close proximity to the Surgery and Model/

Teaching areas.
• Cooler and Freezers are provided close proximity to Surgery and Teaching (relocated from distant loca-

tion in Building #049’s former Post-Mortem suite). 

P

Estimated 
Construction Schedule

PROJECT 1
Phase 1 - 5
Phase 6
Phase 7
Phase 8
Phase 9
Phase 10 1 mo
Close-out 18 mo Total

PROJECT 2
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 16 mo Total

PROJECT 3
Phase 1 - 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 8.5 mo Total

PROJECT 4
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 5
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 10.5 mo Total

PROJECT 6
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 7
Phase 1
Phase 2 1 mo
Close-out 4.5 mo Total

PROJECT 8
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 3.5 mo Total

PROJECT 9
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 19.5 mo Total

PROJECT 10
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 11
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 6 mo Total

PROJECT 15
Renovations .5 mo
Close-out 4 mo Total

M25M21 M22 M23 M24

18.5 mo

4 mo

5 mo

3.5 mo

2.5 mo

2.5 mo

4 mo

4 mo
3 mo

2.5 mo

11 mo

M20M14 M15M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M10 M11 M12 M13

3.5 mo

M16 M17 M18 M19

2 mo
2 mo

4 mo

4.5 mo
1 mo

1 mo
3 mo

4 mo
3.5 mo

4.5 mo
3 mo

Estimated 
Construction Schedule

PROJECT 1
Phase 1 - 5
Phase 6
Phase 7
Phase 8
Phase 9
Phase 10 1 mo
Close-out 18 mo Total

PROJECT 2
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 16 mo Total

PROJECT 3
Phase 1 - 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 8.5 mo Total

PROJECT 4
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 5
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 10.5 mo Total

PROJECT 6
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 7
Phase 1
Phase 2 1 mo
Close-out 4.5 mo Total

PROJECT 8
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 3.5 mo Total

PROJECT 9
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 19.5 mo Total

PROJECT 10
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 11
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 6 mo Total

PROJECT 15
Renovations .5 mo
Close-out 4 mo Total

M25M21 M22 M23 M24

18.5 mo

4 mo

5 mo

3.5 mo

2.5 mo

2.5 mo

4 mo

4 mo
3 mo

2.5 mo

11 mo

M20M14 M15M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M10 M11 M12 M13

3.5 mo

M16 M17 M18 M19

2 mo
2 mo

4 mo

4.5 mo
1 mo

1 mo
3 mo

4 mo
3.5 mo

4.5 mo
3 mo
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Project 6 Phase 1 - Clinical Skills II- First Floor

Key Plan
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 Project 7 - Learning Technologies & Student Lockers

Relocating Learning Technologies (IT) from its current location in rooms #1600 and #1601 will make 
available that location for renovations to provide a central, suitably sized space for the DVM Year 1-to-3 
student lockers and change-rooms. This unisex space will further accommodate shifts in male & female 
student counts without requiring additional renovations, and the clustering of these lockers will eliminate 
the current concerns with student traffic through other portions of the OVC facility to access lockers in mul-
tiple locations (including corridors and male student lockers on the west side of building #049).

Functional Relationships:
• student lockers are clustered near the building entries for students in years 1-to-3 (including a direct 

exterior access into the locker area).
• 450 + lockers accommodate up to 150 DVM students per program year.
• new lockers can be designed to provide an external boot rack below the enclosed, secure locker space 

above to eliminate the current practice of storing wet, muddy work boots on the tops of the lockers 
(resulting in less sanitary conditions).

• private change-rooms will include a disabled accessible room.
• existing female locker area in room #1630 can be repurposed for storage or additional washrooms.
• new Learning Technologies (IT) suite provides a more open plan with eight work areas and two offices 

for meetings and videography. Secured storage is also provided.
• a medium-sized room is also provided adjacent to the new IT suite for multiple uses including rounds, 

instruction, and meetings.

P

Estimated 
Construction Schedule

PROJECT 1
Phase 1 - 5
Phase 6
Phase 7
Phase 8
Phase 9
Phase 10 1 mo
Close-out 18 mo Total

PROJECT 2
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 16 mo Total

PROJECT 3
Phase 1 - 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 8.5 mo Total

PROJECT 4
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 5
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 10.5 mo Total

PROJECT 6
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 7
Phase 1
Phase 2 1 mo
Close-out 4.5 mo Total

PROJECT 8
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 3.5 mo Total

PROJECT 9
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 19.5 mo Total

PROJECT 10
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 11
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 6 mo Total

PROJECT 15
Renovations .5 mo
Close-out 4 mo Total

M25M21 M22 M23 M24

18.5 mo

4 mo

5 mo

3.5 mo

2.5 mo

2.5 mo

4 mo

4 mo
3 mo

2.5 mo

11 mo

M20M14 M15M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M10 M11 M12 M13

3.5 mo

M16 M17 M18 M19

2 mo
2 mo

4 mo

4.5 mo
1 mo

1 mo
3 mo

4 mo
3.5 mo

4.5 mo
3 mo

Estimated 
Construction Schedule

PROJECT 1
Phase 1 - 5
Phase 6
Phase 7
Phase 8
Phase 9
Phase 10 1 mo
Close-out 18 mo Total

PROJECT 2
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 16 mo Total

PROJECT 3
Phase 1 - 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 8.5 mo Total

PROJECT 4
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 5
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 10.5 mo Total

PROJECT 6
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 7
Phase 1
Phase 2 1 mo
Close-out 4.5 mo Total

PROJECT 8
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 3.5 mo Total

PROJECT 9
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 19.5 mo Total

PROJECT 10
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 11
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 6 mo Total

PROJECT 15
Renovations .5 mo
Close-out 4 mo Total

M25M21 M22 M23 M24

18.5 mo

4 mo

5 mo

3.5 mo

2.5 mo

2.5 mo

4 mo

4 mo
3 mo

2.5 mo

11 mo

M20M14 M15M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M10 M11 M12 M13

3.5 mo

M16 M17 M18 M19

2 mo
2 mo

4 mo

4.5 mo
1 mo

1 mo
3 mo

4 mo
3.5 mo

4.5 mo
3 mo
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Project 7 Phase 1 & 2 - Learning Technologies (IT) & Conference Room- Second Floor Project 7 Phase 3 - DWM Student Lockers - First Floor

Key Plan Key Plan
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Key Plan

Project 7 Phase 4 - Cafeteria Storage Room 1708 Renovation - First Floor
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 Project 8 - Main Front Entry Renovation

In 2012 the OVC Class of 1957 funded renovations to the entry vestibule (interior stair) and exterior por-
tions of the 1922 Historic Main Building #039’s front entrance. This work included cleaning the exterior 
stonework, stripping and refinishing the doors and arched window frame, repairs to the concrete steps, 
new interior and exterior handrails, new light fixtures, and paint finishes.

With the exterior and foyer renovations completed, the main entrance hallway remains unchanged with 
aged t-bar ceilings, fluorescent fixtures, painted walls, and carpet flooring.

Renovations under Project Two will shift the south-most doors in the entrance hallway to provide a longer, 
more open space. Further renovations under this Project will replace the t-bar ceiling with new, painted 
gypsum board ceilings and trims  down the centre and coffers at the walls. New pendant fixtures with 
decorative medallions will provide suitable lighting down the centre of the hall, while recessed lights in the 
coffers will down-light portraits & displays at the walls, and back-light the stained glass transom over the 
foyer doors. 

Walls will have a combination of stained wood panelling/trims and painted drywall (using historically 
appropriate colours), with new carpet providing borders to highlight the entry location and access to the 
Administration and Student Commons areas at each end.

New stained wood doors and wood-framed sidelights at interior entries to the Administration offices and 
Student Commons will further enhance the historic appearance of the renovated hallway.

Further to recent renovations sponsored by the Class of 1957 for the 150th Anniversary of the founding 
of the College, in the interior entry stair additional enhancements are recommended to introduce displays 
on the walls, upgrade the lighting and change the finishes to reinforce the entry experience as a front door 
and symbol of the College’s long history.

P

Estimated 
Construction Schedule

PROJECT 1
Phase 1 - 5
Phase 6
Phase 7
Phase 8
Phase 9
Phase 10 1 mo
Close-out 18 mo Total

PROJECT 2
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 16 mo Total

PROJECT 3
Phase 1 - 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 8.5 mo Total

PROJECT 4
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 5
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 10.5 mo Total

PROJECT 6
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 7
Phase 1
Phase 2 1 mo
Close-out 4.5 mo Total

PROJECT 8
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 3.5 mo Total

PROJECT 9
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 19.5 mo Total

PROJECT 10
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 11
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 6 mo Total

PROJECT 15
Renovations .5 mo
Close-out 4 mo Total

M25M21 M22 M23 M24

18.5 mo

4 mo

5 mo

3.5 mo

2.5 mo

2.5 mo

4 mo

4 mo
3 mo

2.5 mo

11 mo

M20M14 M15M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M10 M11 M12 M13

3.5 mo

M16 M17 M18 M19

2 mo
2 mo

4 mo

4.5 mo
1 mo

1 mo
3 mo

4 mo
3.5 mo

4.5 mo
3 mo
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PROJECT 10
Renovations 1 mo
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Renovations 1 mo
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Project 8 Phase 1-5 - Main Entry Renovations - Second Floor

Key Plan
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 Project 9 - Large Animal Hospital Renovations

A functional area plan improves relationships between wards and support areas, and better allocates un-
derused or aged areas to accommodate improvements to the large animal facilities with increased oppor-
tunities for research and treatment. Work occurs in portions of buildings #044, #045 and #183.

Functional Relationships:
• Imaging Suite is constructed (relocated) under Project One.
• central Treatment Room (existing Ward 5) is relocated under Project Five. 
• second Treatment area is provided to replace current open stock area in Ward 3 with improved support 

spaces.
• enhanced (wider) central corridor between functional areas accommodate movement of animals and 

feed/shavings between different zones.
• relocated corridor between the large/vehicle Corridor C1480 and Building #183 removes non-Hos-

pital traffic (students to/from Cadaver Surgery/Clinical Skills) out of the animal Wards and Treatment 
areas.

• new Bovine area includes excellent exterior access and consolidates all of the cows and bulls into one 
suite.

• reconfigurable/combinable stalls are provided in a dedicated area for mares and foals to better ac-
commodate specific situations.

• direct exterior access is provided to the horse stalls, feed & shavings area, and the neurological stall 
(which includes padded walls and lift).

• existing isolation/multifunction stalls in Building #183 are well-used and do not require renovation.
• research lab is renovated with a minor expansion.
• flex space is renovated to provide a new large animal treadmill (equipment is already funded) and 

areas for storage, research expansion, standing MRI, rehabilitation, alternative medicine, and related 
feed/shavings.

• new treadmill installation in building #183 allows for removal of the current treadmill suite #1505 
(which does not accommodate faster speeds), to allow Examination #1511 to be lengthened for gait 
analysis.

• paint existing facilities where not affected by renovations for a refresh (OVC advises this work is 
planned/on-going).

P

Estimated 
Construction Schedule

PROJECT 1
Phase 1 - 5
Phase 6
Phase 7
Phase 8
Phase 9
Phase 10 1 mo
Close-out 18 mo Total

PROJECT 2
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 16 mo Total

PROJECT 3
Phase 1 - 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 8.5 mo Total

PROJECT 4
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 5
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 10.5 mo Total

PROJECT 6
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 7
Phase 1
Phase 2 1 mo
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PROJECT 8
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Renovations 1 mo
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Renovations 1 mo
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PROJECT 11
Renovations 1 mo
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Renovations .5 mo
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M25M21 M22 M23 M24
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4 mo

5 mo
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2.5 mo
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4 mo

4 mo
3 mo

2.5 mo

11 mo
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3 mo
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Project 9 - Large Animal Hospital Renovations - First Floor

Key Plan
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 Project 10 - Anatomy Renovations

The current Anatomy suite is underutilized and renovations to also accommodate Cadaver Surgeries (Clini-
cal Skills) will share common amenities to better use existing space within the Ontario Veterinary College.

Removal of cadaver surgery from Building #183 would allow the spay/neuter program to return to that 
location from the Comparative Clinical Research Facility #175.
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Estimated 
Construction Schedule

PROJECT 1
Phase 1 - 5
Phase 6
Phase 7
Phase 8
Phase 9
Phase 10 1 mo
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PROJECT 2
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3 1 mo
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Project 10 - Anatomy Renovations - First Floor

Key Plan
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 Project 11 - McNabb House RenovationsP

Estimated 
Construction Schedule

PROJECT 1
Phase 1 - 5
Phase 6
Phase 7
Phase 8
Phase 9
Phase 10 1 mo
Close-out 18 mo Total

PROJECT 2
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 16 mo Total

PROJECT 3
Phase 1 - 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 8.5 mo Total

PROJECT 4
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 5
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3 1 mo
Close-out 10.5 mo Total

PROJECT 6
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 7
Phase 1
Phase 2 1 mo
Close-out 4.5 mo Total

PROJECT 8
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 3.5 mo Total

PROJECT 9
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 19.5 mo Total

PROJECT 10
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 5 mo Total

PROJECT 11
Renovations 1 mo
Close-out 6 mo Total

PROJECT 15
Renovations .5 mo
Close-out 4 mo Total

M25M21 M22 M23 M24

18.5 mo

4 mo

5 mo

3.5 mo

2.5 mo

2.5 mo

4 mo

4 mo
3 mo

2.5 mo

11 mo
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M16 M17 M18 M19

2 mo
2 mo

4 mo

4.5 mo
1 mo

1 mo
3 mo

4 mo
3.5 mo

4.5 mo
3 mo
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The stand-alone McNabb House located near the intersection of College Avenue and Gordon Street fronts 
the Ontario Veterinary College in close proximity to the Historic Main Building. As such it is well suited to 
re-use for various functions related to alumni and donor relations, providing reception, display, meeting 
and office spaces.

Mechanical and electrical upgrades are primarily required to repurpose and extend the use of this historic 
building, with minor architectural and structural renovations to the existing rooms to provide renewed/en-
hanced finishes, fixtures and services.
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Key Plan

Project 11 - McNabb House Renovations 

Basement First Floor Second Floor
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 Project 15 - Cancer Biotherapy Research

Renovate the current kitchenette alcove #1232 off the ICU Holding room #1231 in Building #044  to 
provide a negatively pressurized (HEPA filtered) isolation room complete with an anteroom to house cats & 
dogs treated with a biological agent.

P Project 15 - Cancer Biotherapy Research - First Floor
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C      Cost Summary











 


    
    
    
    
    
   
    
    
   
    

   


    
    
    
    
   
   
    

   


    
    
    

   


    

   


    
    
    

   


    

   


    
    
    
   

   


   
   
   
   
   
    


    

   


    

   


    

   


    

   

 
 
 

 


Costing has been completed as part of the Master Plan process. Note that costs are reflective of the schematic 
plans and functional program shown in the program assessment. Reductions in cost can possibly be made 
by reconsidering the functional program requirements. Potential areas of focus to reduce cost include: use of 
partitions, finishes, space allocation, user numbers, and scheduling.
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M       Master Plan

The 2013 University Campus Master Plan articulates the University’s vision for the campus which includes 
the Ontario Veterinary College Precinct and provides a long term framework for growth and evolution of 
the campus. Future land use, development, open space and circulation are addressed in the Master Plan, 
to create a “compact and sustainable campus: renewed, walkable, and integrated to ensure a high quality 
campus image and experience.”

The proposed OVC Master Plan is consistent with the University of Guelph Master Plan and includes both 
an updated precinct plan and the main interconnected core facility, which identifies an overall strategy 
for renovations to upgrade the existing complex to address current needs and anticipated future space 
requirements as described in the phasing plan. The OVC Master Plan is centered on facilitating its mission 
“to educate veterinarians and scientists, create new knowledge and provide expert services to improve the 
health, well-being of animals, people and the environment.”

A focus of 2015 for the OVC Master Plan is to optimize the use of existing buildings while identifying where 
potential development sites could be located as OVC’s needs evolve. One variance from the University 
Precinct Plan is the siting of potential new buildings to maximize access to natural light for the existing and 
future buildings by establishing courtyards between buildings. The long term University vision for the precinct 
includes converting the existing pasture lands into open space with pedestrian walkways and a new road 
connection to McGilvray Street. The OVC Master Plan maintains the pasture lands into the foreseeable future 
as long as they are required by the OVC for their activities. The historic OVC main entry is retained in the 
new Master Plan with other entries providing main access to the various public interface functions of the OVC 
including the Cancer Centre, Companion Animal Hospital and Large Animal Hospital.

A key objective of the OVC Master Plan is to improve efficiency and achieve optimum proximities to create 
an integrated facility in which circulation and use conflicts are minimized as well as providing a cost effective, 
robust building infrastructure established through a strategy of upgrading and placement of services that will 
provide flexibility over time.
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University of Guelph 
Ontario Veterinary College Master Plan Initiative 
Building Code Analysis 
 

 Page 1 of 2  

OVC MASTER PLAN - BUILDING CODE ANALYSIS 

All of the proposed architectural master plan upgrades, with the exception of the proposed 
addition to the Enhanced Clinical Learning Center, envisage varying levels of renovation to the 
existing OVC Campus.  

With the exception of the Enhanced Clinical Learning Center addition (Project Two), the 
proposed renovations will not result in an increase in the Occupant Load within the OVC 
campus, nor will they result in the reduction of Performance Level of any of the existing 
buildings, as defined by Part 11 of the Ontario Building Code: 

1. There is no change to the major occupancy (OBC 11.4.2.1. (1)(a)) 
2. The occupant load will not increase by more than 15% (OBC 11.4.2.1. (1)(b)) 
3. The live load is not expected to increase due to change in use within the same major 

occupancy (OBC 11.4.2.1. (1)(c)) 
4. The new occupant load will not be more than 15% above the existing exit capacity, 

assuming that the existing occupant load does not currently exceed this limit. (OBC 
11.4.2.2. (3)) The OVC Campus has not, in the past, been cited by the local AHJ 
regarding inadequacy of existing exits. 

Consequently it is not expected that the proposed renovations must include for Compensating 
Construction, nor Compliance Alternatives, for locations and capacity of exits, corridors (public 
or used by the public), or otherwise paths of egress due to changes in the Performance Level of 
the existing building.  

The Enhanced Clinical Learning Center addition shall be regarded as an Extension of a Building 
(OBC 11.3.2.). Where the existing building is extended, the existing portion of the building shall 
comply with Part 11 of the Ontario Building Code (Renovations) and the extended portion shall 
comply with all other parts of the Ontario Building Code. The proposed extension, at the 
current level of design, does not appear to conflict with any applicable sections of the Ontario 
Building Code.  

Because several areas of the OVC Campus have been sprinklered, in order to meet the existing 
Performance Level, the provision of a fire suppression system will be required throughout. As in 
the past, short-term exemptions may be granted by the Authority Having Jurisdiction, but these 
must be evaluated and negotiated with the AHJ during the design phase. It is unlikely that the 
provision of a fire suppression system will not be enforced. 

As part of each phase of the renovation, it is required that existing fire separations and service 
penetrations through these separations be sealed and repaired. The fire rating of new 
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construction shall meet that of the existing, unless specified as otherwise by either the Ontario 
Building Code or the Ontario Fire Code for the particular application of the suite. The 
renovations must comply with Section 9.2 of the Ontario Fire Code for retrofitted Assembly 
Occupancies. Areas where flammable and combustible liquids are stored shall comply with the 
requirements within Part 4 (Flammable Liquids and Combustible Liquids) of the Ontario Fire 
Code, and areas where compressed gas cylinders are stored shall comply with Section 5.6 
(Compressed Gas Cylinders) of the Ontario Fire Code. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

As the teaching and research programs offered by the University of Guelph’s Ontario 
Veterinary College (OVC) evolve, the space requirements needed to support the said 
programs are also changing. The OVC Master Planning process initiated by the 
University is driven by an identified need to increase efficiency of space utilization, 
facilitate interaction and collaboration, provide for functionality and enhancing the 
physical environment in which people study and work in the existing Companion Animal 
Clinic and Lifetime Learning Centre and last but not the least to maintain accreditation. 
This section of the Master Plan document provides a narrative covering the Mechanical 
& Electrical Infrastructure currently supporting the OVC including its condition, 
configuration and adaptability to support the functional unit reconfiguration and 
reassignment envisaged through this Master Plan in a manner compliant with the 
University’s Design Standards. Also included within this section is a brief commentary on 
the constructability challenges that are likely to be faced vis-à-vis age, arrangement and 
configuration the existing Mechanical & Electrical Infrastructure and possible measures 
to mitigate these challenges. 

2. EXISTING MECHANICAL & ELECTRICAL INFRASTRUCTURE OVERVIEW 

A majority of the core Mechanical & Electrical infrastructure, both head-end and 
distribution,  supporting the OVC dates back to the original building construction and is 
well past the nominal lifetimes recommended by ASHRAE and BOMA for life cycle 
costing.  

As such both the mechanical head-end infrastructure which includes Pumps & Heat 
Exchangers, Air Handling Units, Fans, Building Automation System, etc. and the electrical 
head-end infrastructure which includes Main Switchgear & Switchboards, Distribution 
Transformers, Primary Power Distribution Panels, etc. are of an age and in a condition 
where a sudden unforeseen failure is a very distinct possibility. Given that this is head-
end infrastructure which has reached age obsolescence, any failure will impact large 
portions of the OVC and likely take an extended lead-time to remedy owing to 
challenges associated with access and availability of spares.  

Recurring age related failures have also been reported within the mechanical 
distribution systems which include plumbing & drainage systems, steam, heating & 
chilled water distribution piping, valves and air distribution & exhaust ductwork. While 
comparatively fewer failures have been reported within the electrical distribution 
infrastructure, the likelihood of recurring failures cannot be ruled out. 
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Last but not the least while we can state with a high level of certainty that the set-up, 
configuration and arrangement of the base building Mechanical & Electrical 
Infrastructure reflected best practices at the time of the original installation, this is no 
longer true. Furthermore the base building Mechanical & Electrical Infrastructure will no 
longer readily support the overarching requirements listed in the University’s Design 
Standards. 

A Summary Assessment of the existing Mechanical & Electrical Infrastructure serving the 
OVC Campus with an accompanying commentary on the upgrades and improvements 
that will be required in order for this infrastructure to support the facility upgrades and 
renovations envisaged through the Master Plan is presented through spreadsheets 
titled “University of Guelph - Ontario Veterinary College - Existing Mechanical Systems 
Assessment“ and “University of Guelph - Ontario Veterinary College - Existing Electrical  
Systems Assessment” included as a part of this Master Plan.  

Also included as a part of this Master Plan are the following documents: 
• Floor Plans showing the Existing and Proposed HVAC System Schematics for the 

existing OVC Campus. 
• An assessment of the Existing & Projected Normal and Emergency Power Needs 

of the OVC Campus 
• Floor Plans and Schematics showing the Main Electrical Rooms and Power 

Distribution across the existing OVC Campus. 
    

3. MECHANICAL & ELECTRICAL INFRASTRUCTURE TO SUPPORT MASTER PLAN 

As noted under Section 2 above, the existing Mechanical & Electrical Infrastructure is 
well past its nominal life-span and in need of life cycle upgrades. Life Cycle upgrades are 
typically treated as a “like-for-like” replacement; while the Master Plan does afford an 
opportunity to take into consideration Current Best Practices and the requirements of 
the University’s Design Standards, this would necessarily require that the University plan 
a phased upgrade of the entire Mechanical & Electrical Infrastructure serving the OVC, 
with the phasing aligned to coincide with if not lead the Architectural Upgrades 
envisaged under this Master Plan Initiative.  

The Mechanical & Electrical System Design Principles to be embodied when executing 
the Master Plan are listed under the University’s Mechanical & Electrical Design 
Standards; key elements of the same are reproduced within the Mechanical & Electrical 
narrative included as an Appendix to this document. 
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The Master Plan envisages sub-dividing the overall Scope of Work into discrete Projects, 
with in a majority of the instances multiple Phases adding up to a single Project. While 
sequencing any required Mechanical & Electrical Upgrades by Project is certainly 
achievable, the inherent nature of the Mechanical & Electrical Systems may in instances 
preclude or otherwise impact execution as “Phases” of work within a Project – this is a 
detail that will necessarily need to be worked out once a particular project is taken up 
for implementation to ensure the University receives best value for money insofar as 
the Mechanical & Electrical Upgrades are concerned. Furthermore, it should be borne in 
mind that the Mechanical & Electrical upgrades described in the narratives included as 
an Appendix to this document reflect the improvements necessary to support the 
Master Plan initiatives and do not encompass life cycle upgrades beyond the Master 
Plan areas as are required to address the end-of life obsolescence of elements of the 
Existing Mechanical & Electrical infrastructure previously described. 
 
Anticipated Challenges 

The architectural space reassignment under consideration through this Master Plan 
Initiative envisages pockets of significant renovations distributed across the OVC. While 
it will be possible to design the Mechanical & Electrical Solutions for the renovations to 
support compliance to the University’s Design Standards and Current Best Practices, full 
and true compliance will not be achieved unless the Mechanical & Electrical Head-end 
and Distribution Infrastructure beyond the areas directly affected by the Master Plan is 
also upgraded to support the Mechanical & Electrical system configuration within an 
area of renovation.  

The overarching program requirements demand that OVC as a whole remain 
operational while pockets of a floor plate are under renovation to support the Master 
Plan; maintaining uniform operational availability of the OVC will be a real challenge 
owing to the nature of upgrades, more on the mechanical side than electrical, required 
to ensure that Mechanical & Electrical Systems within the renovated spaces achieve 
compliance to the University’s Design Standards. 

Any Life Cycle upgrade of the Head-End Mechanical & Electrical infrastructure, 
especially the Main Air Handling Units and Electrical Switchgear and Switchboards will 
necessarily require an service interruption to portions of the OVC for more than a 
couple of weeks at a time, either to install new equipment in the place of existing or 
integrate distribution services originating from new equipment located in an alternate 
location into the existing distribution infrastructure. 
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Any upgrades to the Mechanical & Electrical System Distribution Infrastructure will 
result in a noticeable disruption (even if not a full interruption of services) to portions of 
the OVC.   

Compliance with the Ontario Building Code will require the installation of a new 
functioning Sprinkler System within the OVC, unless a concession can be secured from 
the City of Guelph’s Building Department and the Office of the Fire Marshall. 

The successful implementation of the Master Plan Initiative is likely going to hinge on 
the effectiveness with which upgrades can be effected within the Mechanical & 
Electrical infrastructure beyond the areas slated for Architectural/Functional changes. 

Section 3 summarizes an overarching approach and considerations implicit to 
Mechanical & Electrical upgrades required in support of the Master Plan. This Section 
provides specific details on the scope and extent of Mechanical & Electrical Sub-system 
Upgrades required within each building comprising the OVC Campus, broken down by 
the anticipated Project/Phase of Work.   
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Building 
Number

Building Name Existing Functions Proposed Re-purposing System Description of Existing System Requirements Expected Limitations Proposed Solution

3
OVC Main 

Building Extension

Ground Floor is underutilized space and Second 
Floor is used for professional education as part 
of the Learning Commons

Second Floor to be renovated to serve as 
temporary large lecture space (Phase 1), then 
undergo more extensive renovation (Phase 4) to 
serve Student Commons (Library, Lounge etc.)

Controls
Existing controls are pneumatic. Local control is limited due to aged 
system.

Local control to maintain occupant 
comfort is critical, especially in spaces 
experiencing large fluctuations in 
occupancy and where occupants will be 
situated for several hours at a time.

Unrenovated areas must also be subject to 
limited demolition in order to replace 
controls system.

Provide new stand-alone, single architecture, fully distributed, direct digital Building 
Automation System (BAS) for the building in accordance with University of Guelph Design 
Standards. BAS shall be able to incorporate infrastructure upgrades associated with future 
renovations.

3
OVC Main 

Building Extension

Ground Floor is underutilized swing space. 
Second Floor is used for professional education 
as part of the Learning Commons

Second Floor to be renovated to serve as 
temporary large lecture space (Phase 1), then 
undergo more extensive renovation (Phase 4) to 
serve Student Commons (Library, Lounge etc.)

DCW/DHW Distribution and fixtures are original & at their end-of-life. No specific requirements.

Shutdowns necessary to perform new 
work may be difficult as existing valves 
may not hold. Insulation contains 
asbestos.

Where renovation is performed, remove existing distribution back to main and replace with 
new.

3
OVC Main 

Building Extension

Ground Floor is underutilized swing space and 
Second Floor is used for professional education 
as part of the Learning Commons

Second Floor to be renovated to serve as 
temporary large lecture space (Phase 1), then 
undergo more extensive renovation (Phase 4) to 
serve Student Commons (Library, Lounge etc.)

Drainage

Existing drainage system has been subject to leaks and requires frequent 
repairs. Materials have deteriorated and require replacement. Serves 
primarily janitorial sinks and washrooms. VFA Report indicates that roof 
drains require replacement.

No specific requirements.

Existing system has been prone to 
blockages. Blockages downstream of the 
work being done will be difficult to 
resolve.

Where renovation is performed, remove existing distribution back to main and replace with 
new. Clean existing piping & main where possible; clear blockages with a water jet/power 
washer before installing new piping. 

3
OVC Main 

Building Extension

Ground Floor is underutilized swing space and 
Second Floor is used for professional education 
as part of the Learning Commons

Second Floor to be renovated to serve as 
temporary large lecture space (Phase 1), then 
undergo more extensive renovation (Phase 4) to 
serve Student Commons (Library, Lounge etc.)

Fire 
Protection

Unsprinklered. VFA Report & Capital Renewal Planning indicate that the 
standpipe's joints, valves, and piping are aged and at risk of failure.

Building is required to be sprinklered as 
part of major renovation under Part 11 of 
OBC.

Extensive demolition of finishes may be 
required to install sprinkler system. 
Incoming water supply may not be large 
enough to support addition of sprinkler 
system.

Provide wet sprinkler system throughout, in accordance with OBC & NFPA 13. Replace 
standpipe & accessories in renovated areas. Fire hose cabinets may remain, provided that 
their original installation conforms with the latest version of OBC and that isolation valves & 
fixtures are in good condition.

3
OVC Main 

Building Extension

Ground Floor is underutilized swing space and 
Second Floor is used for professional education 
as part of the Learning Commons

Second Floor to be renovated to serve as 
temporary large lecture space (Phase 1), then 
undergo more extensive renovation (Phase 4) to 
serve Student Commons (Library, Lounge etc.)

HVAC

Ground & Second Floor are served by AC-1 (21,600 CFM), located in the 
Building 003 Penthouse. The VFA Requirement Detail Report notes that 
the ductwork is beyond it's rated life and AC-1 is at it's rated life. The 
existing HVAC system is appropriate in size and distribution for the 
building's existing use.

New Student Commons will likely have a 
much higher occupant load, and will 
subsequently require additional 
ventilation.

Existing air handling unit may not require 
replacement at time of renovation, but 
capacity of the system is low for it's 
proposed use.

AC-1 to be replaced with new air handling system, sized to accommodate increased 
occupant load. 

3
OVC Main 

Building Extension

Ground Floor is underutilized swing space and 
Second Floor is used for professional education 
as part of the Learning Commons

Second Floor to be renovated to serve as 
temporary large lecture space (Phase 1), then 
undergo more extensive renovation (Phase 4) to 
serve Student Commons (Library, Lounge etc.)

HVAC Piping

Fan coil radiators, used for perimeter heat, are in need of replacement. 
Units are served by dedicated hot water system & steam converter/heat 
exchanger. Existing air handling unit is served by steam & chilled water 
systems from the CUP.

Building heat requirement is likely to stay 
the same or decrease with increased 
occupancy. The cooling load is likely to 
increase; the chilled water service 
provided from the CUP appears to be 
adequately sized, even for the proposed 
change in use.

If radiators are to be replaced with similar units fed off dedicated hot water system, piping 
shall be cut back to the main distribution and replaced. Steam converter will require 
replacement. Where new installations require connection to existing CUP services, existing 
piping shall be cut back as close to the incoming main as possible.

39
OVC Main 
Building

Ground and Second Floors are used for 
Administration/Biomedical

Second Floor to be renovated to serve as 
temporary large lecture space (Phase 1), then 
undergo more extensive renovation (Phase 4) to 
serve Student Commons (Library, Lounge etc.)

Controls
Existing controls are pneumatic. Local control is limited due to aged 
system.

Local control to maintain occupant 
comfort is critical, especially in spaces 
experiencing large fluctuations in 
occupancy and where occupants will be 
situated for several hours at a time.

Unrenovated areas must also be subject to 
limited demolition in order to replace 
controls system.

Provide new stand-alone, single architecture, fully distributed, direct digital Building 
Automation System (BAS) for the building in accordance with University of Guelph Design 
Standards. BAS shall be able to incorporate infrastructure upgrades associated with future 
renovations.

39
OVC Main 
Building

Ground and Second Floors are used for 
Administration/Biomedical

Second Floor to be renovated to serve as 
temporary large lecture space (Phase 1), then 
undergo more extensive renovation (Phase 4) to 
serve Student Commons (Library, Lounge etc.)

DCW/DHW Distribution and fixtures are original & at their end-of-life. No specific requirements.

Shutdowns necessary to perform new 
work may be difficult as existing valves 
may not hold. Insulation contains 
asbestos.

Where renovation is performed, remove existing distribution back to main and replace with 
new.

39
OVC Main 
Building

Ground and Second Floors are used for 
Administration/Biomedical

Second Floor to be renovated to serve as 
temporary large lecture space (Phase 1), then 
undergo more extensive renovation (Phase 4) to 
serve Student Commons (Library, Lounge etc.)

Drainage

Existing drainage system has been subject to leaks and requires frequent 
repairs. Materials have deteriorated and require replacement. Serves 
laboratory spaces in addition to typical office use. VFA Report indicates 
that roof drains require replacement.

No specific requirements.

Existing system has been prone to 
blockages. Blockages downstream of the 
work being done will be difficult to 
resolve.

Where renovation is performed, remove existing distribution back to main and replace with 
new. Clean existing piping & main where possible; clear blockages with a water jet/power 
washer before installing new piping. 

39
OVC Main 
Building

Ground and Second Floors are used for 
Administration/Biomedical

Second Floor to be renovated to serve as 
temporary large lecture space (Phase 1), then 
undergo more extensive renovation (Phase 4) to 
serve Student Commons (Library, Lounge etc.)

Fire 
Protection

Building is partially sprinklered, as a result of partial renovation. VFA 
Report & Capital Renewal Planning indicate that the standpipe's joints, 
valves, and piping are aged and at risk of failure.

Building is required to be sprinklered as 
part of major renovation under Part 11 of 
OBC.

Extensive demolition of finishes may be 
required to install sprinkler system. 
Incoming water supply may not be large 
enough to support addition of sprinkler 
system.

Provide wet sprinkler system throughout, in accordance with OBC & NFPA 13. Replace 
standpipe & accessories in renovated areas. Fire hose cabinets may remain, provided that 
their original installation conforms with the latest version of OBC and that isolation valves & 
fixtures are in good condition.

39
OVC Main 
Building

Ground and Second Floors are used for 
Administration/Biomedical

Second Floor to be renovated to serve as 
temporary large lecture space (Phase 1), then 
undergo more extensive renovation (Phase 4) to 
serve Student Commons (Library, Lounge etc.)

HVAC

Ground Floor is served by AC-3 & AC-4, located in the Building 039 
Penthouse. The North half of the Second Floor is served by AC-3, and the 
South half is served by AC-1, located in the Building 003 Penthouse. 
Existing controls are pneumatic.

New Student Commons will likely have a 
much higher occupant load, and will 
subsequently require additional 
ventilation. 

Existing air handling unit may not require 
replacement at time of renovation, but 
capacity of the system is low for it's 
proposed use.

The area being renovated is served only by AC-1 in Building 003. See Building 003 for the 
proposed solution.

39
OVC Main 
Building

Ground and Second Floors are used for 
Administration/Biomedical

Second Floor to be renovated to serve as 
temporary large lecture space (Phase 1), then 
undergo more extensive renovation (Phase 4) to 
serve Student Commons (Library, Lounge etc.)

HVAC Piping

Fan coil radiators, used for perimeter heat, are in need of replacement. 
Units are served by dedicated hot water system & steam converter/heat 
exchanger. Existing air handling units are served by steam & chilled water 
systems from the CUP. Hot water pumps P-5 & P-6 are beyond their 
rated life and will require replacement.

Refer to Building 003. Refer to Building 003.

University of Guelph - Ontario Veterinary College - Existing Mechanical Systems Assessment
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39
OVC Main 
Building

Ground and Second Floors are used for 
Administration/Biomedical

Second Floor to be renovated to serve as 
temporary large lecture space (Phase 1), then 
undergo more extensive renovation (Phase 4) to 
serve Student Commons (Library, Lounge etc.)

Lab Services
Existing laboratories are served by compressed air, natural gas, and DI 
water.

No new requirements No proposed changes.

40
OVC Biomedical 

Science

Ground Floor is used for Comparative Analysis 
(training, anatomy, flexible laboratory space) 
and Administration. Second Floor is used for 
Administration/Biomedical

Existing Ground Floor offices, laboratories, and 
classrooms to be renovated to serve new 
Student Lockers (Phase 6)

Controls
Existing controls are pneumatic. Local control is limited due to aged 
system.

Local control to maintain occupant 
comfort is critical, especially in spaces 
experiencing large fluctuations in 
occupancy and where occupants will be 
situated for several hours at a time.

Unrenovated areas must also be subject to 
limited demolition in order to replace 
controls system.

Provide new stand-alone, single architecture, fully distributed, direct digital Building 
Automation System (BAS) for the building in accordance with University of Guelph Design 
Standards. BAS shall be able to incorporate infrastructure upgrades associated with future 
renovations.

40
OVC Biomedical 

Science

Ground Floor is used for Comparative Analysis 
(training, anatomy, flexible laboratory space) 
and Administration. Second Floor is used for 
Administration/Biomedical

Existing Ground Floor offices, laboratories, and 
classrooms to be renovated to serve new 
Student Lockers (Phase 6)

DCW/DHW Distribution and fixtures are original & at their end-of-life.
New Locker Room will have minor 
requirements, limited to small 
washrooms.

Asbestos containing materials.
Where renovation is to occur, cut back existing services as close to the main as possible. 
Provide new distribution in the renovated space.

40
OVC Biomedical 

Science

Ground Floor is used for Comparative Analysis 
(training, anatomy, flexible laboratory space) 
and Administration. Second Floor is used for 
Administration/Biomedical

Existing Ground Floor offices, laboratories, and 
classrooms to be renovated to serve new 
Student Lockers (Phase 6)

Drainage

Existing drainage system has been subject to leaks and requires frequent 
repairs. Back-ups are common and must be cleared frequently. Materials 
have deteriorated and require replacement. Serves laboratory spaces & 
classrooms in addition to typical office use. VFA Report indicates that 
roof drains require replacement.

New Locker Room will have minor 
drainage requirements, limited to small 
washrooms and floor drainage.

Existing system has been prone to 
blockages. Blockages downstream of the 
work being done will be difficult to resolve 
considering that only a portion of the 
building is to be renovated.

Where renovation is performed, remove existing distribution back to main and replace with 
new. Clean existing piping & main where possible; clear blockages with a wet jet/power 
washer before installing new piping. 

40
OVC Biomedical 

Science

Ground Floor is used for Comparative Analysis 
(training, anatomy, flexible laboratory space) 
and Administration. Second Floor is used for 
Administration/Biomedical

Existing Ground Floor offices, laboratories, and 
classrooms to be renovated to serve new 
Student Lockers (Phase 6)

Fire 
Protection

Recently renovated laboratories on the third floor have been provided 
with sprinkler heads, but they are not connected. VFA Report & Capital 
Renewal Planning indicate that the standpipe's joints, valves, and piping 
are aged and at risk of failure.

Building is required to be sprinklered as 
part of major renovation under Part 11 of 
OBC.

Extensive demolition of finishes in areas of 
the building not part of the renovation 
may be required to install sprinkler 
system.

Provide wet sprinkler system throughout, in accordance with OBC & NFPA 13. Connect 
existing sprinkler heads to new system and provide separate zone. Replace standpipe & 
accessories in renovated areas. Fire hose cabinets may remain, provided that their original 
installation conforms with the latest version of OBC and that isolation valves & fixtures are 
in good condition.

40
OVC Biomedical 

Science

Ground Floor is used for Comparative Analysis 
(training, anatomy, flexible laboratory space) 
and Administration. Second Floor is used for 
Administration/Biomedical

Existing Ground Floor offices, laboratories, and 
classrooms to be renovated to serve new 
Student Lockers (Phase 6)

HVAC

Ground Floor is served by AC-1, AC-2, & AC-3, located in Mechanical 
Room 3616. AC-2 serves the Comparative Analysis space, while AC-1 & AC-
3 serve Administrative space. The Second Floor is served by AC-2 & AC-3. 
The VFA Requirement Detail Report notes that the ductwork and all three 
air handling units are beyond their rated life. AC-2 serves the area to be 
renovated, and is sized appropriately for the area's original intended use.

New exhaust ventilation and separate air 
system from adjacent Surgery and Sterile 
areas.

Existing laboratories must remain 
operational during renovation. 

Area to be renovated is served by existing AC-2. If AC-2 is to be replaced as part of Capital 
Renewal Planning, the new system shall be sized and arranged to accommodate the 
Student Lockers. If AC-2 is not scheduled for replacement, the Student Lockers may be 
served by a small, packaged, dedicated rooftop air handling unit.

40
OVC Biomedical 

Science

Ground Floor is used for Comparative Analysis 
(training, anatomy, flexible laboratory space) 
and Administration. Second Floor is used for 
Administration/Biomedical

Existing Ground Floor offices, laboratories, and 
classrooms to be renovated to serve new 
Student Lockers (Phase 6)

HVAC Piping

Existing steam and hot water piping is aged and requires replacement. 
Fan coil units and perimeter radiators are in need of replacement. Units 
are served by dedicated hot water system & associated steam 
converter/heat exchanger, which is also beyond its useful life. Existing air 
handling units are served by steam & chilled water systems from the 
CUP. 

No specific requirements. No specific changes required.

44
OVC James 

Archibald Small 
Animal Clinic

Companion Animal & Large Animal clinical 
teaching, research, and training facilities, Shared 
Support space for diagnostics, pharmacy etc. as 
well as some lecture space.

Large Animal X-Ray to be relocated and new 
Anesthesia, Surgery, and Central Sterile areas to 
replace existing Auditorium and offices (Phase 
1). Existing Central Sterile to be renovated into 
new Endoscopy suite, Double Stocks into 
Pharmacy, and former Surgical Suite into new 
Treatment Rooms (Phase 2). Existing Treatment 
& Office Areas to be renovated into new 
Outpatient Specialties (Phase 3). Existing 
Receiving/Materials/Laundry to be renovated 
into Staff area & Office space; existing Lounge to 
be renovated into CAH Duty space (Phase 5). 
Existing Labs on Second Floor to be renovated to 
accommodate Learning Technologies (IT) and 
Videography (Phase 6). 

Controls
Existing controls are pneumatic. Local control is limited due to aged 
system.

Local control to maintain occupant 
comfort is critical, especially in spaces 
experiencing large fluctuations in 
occupancy and where occupants will be 
situated for several hours at a time.

Unrenovated areas must also be subject to 
limited demolition in order to replace 
controls system.

Provide new stand-alone, single architecture, fully distributed, direct digital Building 
Automation System (BAS) for the building in accordance with University of Guelph Design 
Standards. BAS shall be able to incorporate infrastructure upgrades associated with future 
renovations.

Page 2 of 7
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44
OVC James 

Archibald Small 
Animal Clinic

Companion Animal & Large Animal clinical 
teaching, research, and training facilities, Shared 
Support space for diagnostics, pharmacy etc. as 
well as some lecture space.

Large Animal X-Ray to be relocated and new 
Anesthesia, Surgery, and Central Sterile areas to 
replace existing Auditorium and offices (Phase 
1). Existing Central Sterile to be renovated into 
new Endoscopy suite, Double Stocks into 
Pharmacy, and former Surgical Suite into new 
Treatment Rooms (Phase 2). Existing Treatment 
& Office Areas to be renovated into new 
Outpatient Specialties (Phase 3). Existing 
Receiving/Materials/Laundry to be renovated 
into Staff area & Office space; existing Lounge to 
be renovated into CAH Duty space (Phase 5). 
Existing Labs on Second Floor to be renovated to 
accommodate Learning Technologies (IT) and 
Videography (Phase 6). 

DCW/DHW
Distribution, fixtures, domestic hot water heaters & associated storage 
tanks are original & at their end-of-life.

Surgery, Pharmacy, Endoscopy, & 
Outpatient areas will require tempered 
potable water for emergency fixtures, 
protected potable water for animal care, 
and non-potable water for lab equipment. 

Existing distribution is not well 
documented and deteriorating.

Existing services shall be cut back as close to the main distribution as possible. New 
distribution shall be provided to suit the renovated spaces; all isolation valves and backflow 
preventers shall be provided in an accessible location and clearly labeled. 

44
OVC James 

Archibald Small 
Animal Clinic

Companion Animal & Large Animal clinical 
teaching, research, and training facilities, Shared 
Support space for diagnostics, pharmacy etc. as 
well as some lecture space.

Large Animal X-Ray to be relocated and new 
Anesthesia, Surgery, and Central Sterile areas to 
replace existing Auditorium and offices (Phase 
1). Existing Central Sterile to be renovated into 
new Endoscopy suite, Double Stocks into 
Pharmacy, and former Surgical Suite into new 
Treatment Rooms (Phase 2). Existing Treatment 
& Office Areas to be renovated into new 
Outpatient Specialties (Phase 3). Existing 
Receiving/Materials/Laundry to be renovated 
into Staff area & Office space; existing Lounge to 
be renovated into CAH Duty space (Phase 5). 
Existing Labs on Second Floor to be renovated to 
accommodate Learning Technologies (IT) and 
Videography (Phase 6). 

Drainage

Existing drainage system has been subject to leaks and requires frequent 
repairs. Back-ups are common and must be cleared frequently. Materials 
have deteriorated and require replacement. Serves laboratory spaces & 
classrooms in addition to typical office use. VFA Report indicates that 
roof drains require replacement.

The new Anesthesia, Surgery, and Central 
Sterile areas will be subjected to the 
disposal of potentially acidic, corrosive, 
and bio hazardous wastes. 

Existing system has been prone to 
blockages. Blockages downstream of the 
work being done will be difficult to resolve 
considering that only a portion of the 
building is to be renovated.

Where renovation is performed, remove existing distribution back to main and replace with 
new. Clean existing piping & main where possible; clear blockages with a water jet before 
installing new piping. Provide dedicated effluent treatment, acid-resistance piping, and an 
acid-neutralizing tank, located upstream of the sanitary drainage main, for Surgery spaces.

44
OVC James 

Archibald Small 
Animal Clinic

Companion Animal & Large Animal clinical 
teaching, research, and training facilities, Shared 
Support space for diagnostics, pharmacy etc. as 
well as some lecture space.

Large Animal X-Ray to be relocated and new 
Anesthesia, Surgery, and Central Sterile areas to 
replace existing Auditorium and offices (Phase 
1). Existing Central Sterile to be renovated into 
new Endoscopy suite, Double Stocks into 
Pharmacy, and former Surgical Suite into new 
Treatment Rooms (Phase 2). Existing Treatment 
& Office Areas to be renovated into new 
Outpatient Specialties (Phase 3). Existing 
Receiving/Materials/Laundry to be renovated 
into Staff area & Office space; existing Lounge to 
be renovated into CAH Duty space (Phase 5). 
Existing Labs on Second Floor to be renovated to 
accommodate Learning Technologies (IT) and 
Videography (Phase 6). 

Fire 
Protection

Unsprinklered. VFA Report & Capital Renewal Planning indicate that the 
standpipe's joints, valves, and piping are aged and at risk of failure.

Building is required to be sprinklered as 
part of major renovation under Part 11 of 
OBC.

Extensive demolition of finishes in areas of 
the building not part of the renovation 
may be required to install sprinkler 
system.

Provide wet sprinkler system throughout, in accordance with OBC & NFPA 13. Connect 
existing sprinkler heads to new system and provide separate zone. Replace standpipe & 
accessories in renovated areas. Fire hose cabinets may remain, provided that their original 
installation conforms with the latest version of OBC and that isolation valves & fixtures are 
in good condition.
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44
OVC James 

Archibald Small 
Animal Clinic

Companion Animal & Large Animal clinical 
teaching, research, and training facilities, Shared 
Support space for diagnostics, pharmacy etc. as 
well as some lecture space.

Large Animal X-Ray to be relocated and new 
Anesthesia, Surgery, and Central Sterile areas to 
replace existing Auditorium and offices (Phase 
1). Existing Central Sterile to be renovated into 
new Endoscopy suite, Double Stocks into 
Pharmacy, and former Surgical Suite into new 
Treatment Rooms (Phase 2). Existing Treatment 
& Office Areas to be renovated into new 
Outpatient Specialties (Phase 3). Existing 
Receiving/Materials/Laundry to be renovated 
into Staff area & Office space; existing Lounge to 
be renovated into CAH Duty space (Phase 5). 
Existing Labs on Second Floor to be renovated to 
accommodate Learning Technologies (IT) and 
Videography (Phase 6). 

HVAC

Served by several air handling units; knowledge of distribution is 
questionable as many additions & renovations have occurred over the 
life of the building. The VFA Requirement Detail Report notes that the 
ductwork and air handling units AC-4, AC-5, AC-6, AC-7, HV-1, HV-8, HV-9, 
and HV-10 are beyond their rated life and are in need of replacement. 

New surgical and sterile areas will require 
dedicated ventilation systems with greater 
quantity of ventilation to meet necessary 
number of air changes per hour. 
Remaining areas will require greater 
quantity of ventilation as well. Surgery and 
Sterile areas will require HEPA filtration 
systems and a cascading negative pressure 
regime.

 Proposed spaces to be renovated span 
across several HVAC zones; renovating 
spaces while minimizing impact to 
adjacent spaces will require proper 
phasing and possibly the installation of 
temporary air handling units.

Provide new air handling system (M-05 - 044 Zone 1) for Surgery & Sterile areas,  located in 
a new Mechanical Penthouse and sized to accommodate the future provision of the 
Pharmacy area. Ventilation requirements shall conform to the CCAC Guidelines on 
Laboratory Animal Facilities.

Relocated X-Ray area will also require a new air handling system (M-05, 044 - Zone 2), 
provided within either the new Mechanical Room or a new service corridor. The new air 
handling unit shall be sized to accommodate all areas served by HV-2, HV-10, and AC-5 in 
the future.

Provide new air handling system (M-05 - 044 Zone 3) for Endoscopy, sized to accommodate 
the provision of the Outpatient area and all areas served by AC-6 and AC-7, as these units 
are also beyond their rated lives and will require replacement in the near future. 

Provide new air handling system (M-05 - 044 Zone 4) to serve new Treatment area, sized to 
eventually serve all areas currently served by AC-3A & AC-4. Disruptions to adjacent spaces 
during this phase will be unavoidable, as the mechanical infrastructure that requires 
replacement serves several areas that are not part of the renovation.

Provide new air handling system (M-05 - 044 Zone 5) to serve new  Staff Lockers and Office 
Space, currently served by HV-1. The new air handling system shall be sized to eventually 
accommodate all areas presently served by AC-3, AC-12, and AC-13, as these units are 
beyond their rated lives and will require replacement in the near future.

44
OVC James 

Archibald Small 
Animal Clinic

Companion Animal & Large Animal clinical 
teaching, research, and training facilities, Shared 
Support space for diagnostics, pharmacy etc. as 
well as some lecture space.

Large Animal X-Ray to be relocated and new 
Anesthesia, Surgery, and Central Sterile areas to 
replace existing Auditorium and offices (Phase 
1). Existing Central Sterile to be renovated into 
new Endoscopy suite, Double Stocks into 
Pharmacy, and former Surgical Suite into new 
Treatment Rooms (Phase 2). Existing Treatment 
& Office Areas to be renovated into new 
Outpatient Specialties (Phase 3). Existing 
Receiving/Materials/Laundry to be renovated 
into Staff area & Office space; existing Lounge to 
be renovated into CAH Duty space (Phase 5). 
Existing Labs on Second Floor to be renovated to 
accommodate Learning Technologies (IT) and 
Videography (Phase 6). 

HVAC Piping

Existing steam piping, chilled water piping, hot water piping is aged and 
requires replacement. Hot water, glycol, and condensate pumps are 
beyond useful life and require replacement. Fan coil units and perimeter 
radiators are in need of replacement. Units are served by dedicated hot 
water system & associated steam converter/heat exchanger, which is 
also beyond its useful life. Existing air handling units are served by steam 
& chilled water services from the campus CUP.

Service shutdowns necessary to facilitate 
work will be difficult to arrange, as 
shutdowns will affect parts of the building 
not under renovation and possibly 
adjacent buildings if located downstream.

Replacement of system components such as pumps, converters, and sections of main 
service piping shall be scheduled to take place outside of their prime season. Existing piping 
shall be cut back to the service main and new distribution provided. Radiators are to be 
replaced with similar units fed off dedicated hot water system; piping shall be cut back to 
the main distribution and replaced. If steam converter and pumps are replaced as part of 
Capital Renewal, they must be sized to appropriately accommodate the increased heating & 
cooling loads.

44
OVC James 

Archibald Small 
Animal Clinic

Companion Animal & Large Animal clinical 
teaching, research, and training facilities, Shared 
Support space for diagnostics, pharmacy etc. as 
well as some lecture space.

Large Animal X-Ray to be relocated and new 
Anesthesia, Surgery, and Central Sterile areas to 
replace existing Auditorium and offices (Phase 
1). Existing Central Sterile to be renovated into 
new Endoscopy suite, Double Stocks into 
Pharmacy, and former Surgical Suite into new 
Treatment Rooms (Phase 2). Existing Treatment 
& Office Areas to be renovated into new 
Outpatient Specialties (Phase 3). Existing 
Receiving/Materials/Laundry to be renovated 
into Staff area & Office space; existing Lounge to 
be renovated into CAH Duty space (Phase 5). 
Existing Labs on Second Floor to be renovated to 
accommodate Learning Technologies (IT) and 
Videography (Phase 6). 

Lab Gases

Laboratory gases are beyond rated life and require replacement. 
Nitrogen distribution within building is not operational. Many 
laboratories rely on locally-stored gases. Clean steam, used for 
sterilization, is provided by the central steam distribution and treated 
locally. Central distribution, without treatment, is not suitable for 
sterilization. DI water is also provided via central distribution and 
polished locally.

Surgical, treatment, and central sterile 
areas will require oxygen, compressed air, 
vacuum, clean steam, DI water c/w 
polishing, and laboratory gas supply via 
locally stored tanks for gases such as 
nitrogen.

Removal of existing and subsequent 
provision of laboratory gas will require 
limited demolition in areas extending 
beyond the renovated areas.

Remove existing, non-functioning nitrogen system in areas of renovation. Existing 
laboratory gases shall be cut back to service mains where affected by renovation. New 
surgical, treatment, and sterile areas shall be provided with new steam, DI water, and 
oxygen service. DI water shall be provided with local polishing. Steam service shall be 
provided with local treatment to provide clean steam at adequate pressure for sterilization. 

45
OVC Stewart 

Building
Ground Floor serves Large Animal clinical 
research, teaching, and training

Small area consisting mainly of Storage Rooms 
to be renovated into Central Sterile, connected 
to Building 044 Surgical & Sterile (Phase 1)

Controls
Existing controls are pneumatic. Local control is limited due to aged 
system.

Local control to maintain occupant 
comfort is critical, especially in spaces 
experiencing large fluctuations in 
occupancy and where occupants will be 
situated for several hours at a time.

Unrenovated areas must also be subject to 
limited demolition in order to replace 
controls system.

Provide new stand-alone, single architecture, fully distributed, direct digital Building 
Automation System (BAS) for the building in accordance with University of Guelph Design 
Standards. BAS shall be able to incorporate infrastructure upgrades associated with future 
renovations.
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45
OVC Stewart 

Building
Ground Floor serves Large Animal clinical 
research, teaching, and training

Small area consisting mainly of Storage Rooms 
to be renovated into Central Sterile, connected 
to Building 044 Surgical & Sterile (Phase 1)

DCW/DHW Distribution supports existing clinical teaching and research. Extent of renovation is limited. 
Services required for new surgical areas shall be extended from Building 044. Cut existing 
services within space to be renovated back to the nearest main and cap.

45
OVC Stewart 

Building
Ground Floor serves Large Animal clinical 
research, teaching, and training

Small area consisting mainly of Storage Rooms 
to be renovated into Central Sterile, connected 
to Building 044 Surgical & Sterile (Phase 1)

Drainage Distribution supports existing clinical teaching and research. Extent of renovation is limited. 
Services required for new surgical areas shall be extended from Building 044. Cut existing 
services within space to be renovated back to the nearest main and cap. Clean existing 
piping & main where possible; clear blockages with a water jet.

45
OVC Stewart 

Building
Ground Floor serves Large Animal clinical 
research, teaching, and training

Small area consisting mainly of Storage Rooms 
to be renovated into Central Sterile, connected 
to Building 044 Surgical & Sterile (Phase 1)

Fire 
Protection

Unsprinklered. VFA Report & Capital Renewal Planning indicate that the 
standpipe's joints, valves, and piping are aged and at risk of failure.

Building is required to be sprinklered as 
part of major renovation under Part 11 of 
OBC.

Extensive demolition of finishes may be 
required to install sprinkler system. 
Incoming water supply may not be large 
enough to support addition of sprinkler 
system.

Provide wet sprinkler system throughout, in accordance with OBC & NFPA 13. Replace 
standpipe & accessories in renovated areas. Fire hose cabinets may remain, provided that 
their original installation conforms with the latest version of OBC and that isolation valves & 
fixtures are in good condition.

45
OVC Stewart 

Building
Ground Floor serves Large Animal clinical 
research, teaching, and training

Small area consisting mainly of Storage Rooms 
to be renovated into Central Sterile, connected 
to Building 044 Surgical & Sterile (Phase 1)

HVAC
Ground Floor is served by AC-1, AC-1A, and AC-3, all located in 
Mechanical Room 2513. The Second Floor is served predominantly by AC-
1.

New surgical/sterile areas will require 
dedicated ventilation system.

Surgical areas shall be served by dedicated ventilation system serving surgical areas in 
Building 044.

49
OVC Mona 

Campbell Centre 
for Animal Cancer

Ground Floor serves CPHAZ (public health & food 
safety, infectious disease monitoring, clinical & 
graduate research), shared support space, 
cancer research space, and a small Companion 
Animal area

Existing Laboratories renovated into Offices and 
Medical Records (Phase 1). Existing Post-Mortem 
renovated to serve Receiving, Materials 
Handling, Laundry, and Facilities Storage (Phase 
5)

Controls
Existing controls are pneumatic. Local control is limited due to aged 
system.

Local control to maintain occupant 
comfort is critical, especially in spaces 
experiencing large fluctuations in 
occupancy and where occupants will be 
situated for several hours at a time.

Unrenovated areas must also be subject to 
limited demolition in order to replace 
controls system.

Provide new stand-alone, single architecture, fully distributed, direct digital Building 
Automation System (BAS) for the building in accordance with University of Guelph Design 
Standards. BAS shall be able to incorporate infrastructure upgrades associated with future 
renovations.

49
OVC Mona 

Campbell Centre 
for Animal Cancer

Ground Floor serves CPHAZ (public health & food 
safety, infectious disease monitoring, clinical & 
graduate research), shared support space, 
cancer research space, and a small Companion 
Animal area

Existing Laboratories renovated into Offices and 
Medical Records (Phase 1). Existing Post-Mortem 
renovated to serve Receiving, Materials 
Handling, Laundry, and Facilities Storage (Phase 
5)

DCW/DHW
Existing distribution serves areas experiencing heavy usage, including 
laboratories and research areas.

Asbestos containing materials.

Distribution in existing underutilized laboratories & Post-Mortem to be cut back to existing 
service main. Extend distribution to renovated spaces as required. Capacity of system is not 
a concern, as much of the laboratories and shared support spaces will be converted to 
Classrooms, which do not experience heavy usage.

49
OVC Mona 

Campbell Centre 
for Animal Cancer

Ground Floor serves CPHAZ (public health & food 
safety, infectious disease monitoring, clinical & 
graduate research), shared support space, 
cancer research space, and a small Companion 
Animal area

Existing Laboratories renovated into Offices and 
Medical Records (Phase 1). Existing Post-Mortem 
renovated to serve Receiving, Materials 
Handling, Laundry, and Facilities Storage (Phase 
5)

Drainage

Existing drainage system has been subject to leaks and requires frequent 
repairs. Materials have deteriorated and require replacement. Serves 
primarily janitorial sinks and washrooms. VFA Report indicates that roof 
drains require replacement. Existing distribution serves areas 
experiencing heavy usage, including laboratories and research areas.

Existing system has been prone to 
blockages. Blockages downstream of the 
work being done will be difficult to 
resolve.

Distribution in existing underutilized laboratories & Post-Mortem to be cut back to existing 
service main. Where the drainage piping is below slab, the service shall be capped at the 
floor. New distribution shall be extended to new Clinical Research area. Capacity of system 
is not a concern, as much of the laboratories and shared support spaces will be converted 
to Classrooms, which do not experience heavy usage. Where renovation is performed, 
remove existing distribution back to main and replace with new. Clean existing piping & 
main where possible; clear blockages with a power washer/wet jet.

49
OVC Mona 

Campbell Centre 
for Animal Cancer

Ground Floor serves CPHAZ (public health & food 
safety, infectious disease monitoring, clinical & 
graduate research), shared support space, 
cancer research space, and a small Companion 
Animal area

Existing Laboratories renovated into Offices and 
Medical Records (Phase 1). Existing Post-Mortem 
renovated to serve Receiving, Materials 
Handling, Laundry, and Facilities Storage (Phase 
5)

Fire 
Protection

Unsprinklered. VFA Report & Capital Renewal Planning indicate that the 
standpipe's joints, valves, and piping are aged and at risk of failure.

Building is required to be sprinklered as 
part of major renovation under Part 11 of 
OBC.

Extensive demolition of finishes may be 
required to install sprinkler system. 
Incoming water supply may not be large 
enough to support addition of sprinkler 
system.

Provide wet sprinkler system throughout, in accordance with OBC & NFPA 13. Replace 
standpipe & accessories in renovated areas. Fire hose cabinets may remain, provided that 
their original installation conforms with the latest version of OBC and that isolation valves & 
fixtures are in good condition.

49
OVC Mona 

Campbell Centre 
for Animal Cancer

Ground Floor serves CPHAZ (public health & food 
safety, infectious disease monitoring, clinical & 
graduate research), shared support space, 
cancer research space, and a small Companion 
Animal area

Existing Laboratories renovated into Offices and 
Medical Records (Phase 1). Existing Post-Mortem 
renovated to serve Receiving, Materials 
Handling, Laundry, and Facilities Storage (Phase 
5)

HVAC

Underutilized areas served by AC-1 (25,000 CFM), Cancer Investigate 
served by AC-1A (25,000 CFM), Shared Support served predominantly by 
AC-3 (23,000 CFM), and CPHAZ served predominantly by AC-4 (15,000 
CFM). The VFA Requirement Detail Report notes that the ductwork is 
beyond it's rated life and requires replacement. Existing controls are 
pneumatic.

Animal Feed and Dry Storage areas will 
require exhaust ventilation and humidity 
control. The Gas Bottles storage area 
require a gas monitoring system.

Office and Medical Records spaces are presently served by existing air handling unit AC-1. 
New air handling system (M-05 – 049 Zone 1) shall be sized and distributed to 
accommodate the new renovation and all areas currently served by AC-1. The new air 
handling system shall also be capable of supporting the renovations detailed in Phase Six (M-
06 – 049 Zone 1). Local control shall be provided for office spaces and humidity control for 
all record storage areas.

Materials Handling, Facilities Storage, and Laundry spaces are presently served by existing 
air handling unit AC-4. A new air handling system (M-05 – 049 Zone 2) shall be provided, 
sized and distributed to accommodate the new renovation and all areas currently served by 
AC-4. The new air handling system shall also be capable of supporting the renovations 
detailed in Phase Six (M-06 – 049 Zone 2). Animal Feed and Dry Document Storage areas 
shall be provided with dedicated exhaust ventilation systems. The Freezer shall be provided 
with a split system cooling unit. 

Gas Bottle storage area shall be equipped with gas monitoring devices, connected to a multi-
channel controller large enough to allow future expansion. The controller shall be 
connected to and monitored at the BAS. Low level and high level exhaust shall be provided 
in accordance with the Ontario Building Code and all applicable sections of the Ontario Fire 
Code.
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49
OVC Mona 

Campbell Centre 
for Animal Cancer

Ground Floor serves CPHAZ (public health & food 
safety, infectious disease monitoring, clinical & 
graduate research), shared support space, 
cancer research space, and a small Companion 
Animal area

Existing Laboratories renovated into Offices and 
Medical Records (Phase 1). Existing Post-Mortem 
renovated to serve Receiving, Materials 
Handling, Laundry, and Facilities Storage (Phase 
5)

HVAC Piping

Existing steam piping, chilled water piping, hot water piping is aged and 
requires replacement. Hot water, glycol, and condensate pumps are 
beyond useful life and require replacement. Perimeter radiators are in 
need of replacement. Units are served by dedicated hot water system & 
associated steam converter/heat exchanger, which is also beyond its 
useful life. Existing air handling units are served by steam & chilled water 
services from the campus CUP.

Service shutdowns necessary to facilitate 
work will be difficult to arrange, as 
shutdowns will affect parts of the building 
not under renovation and possibly 
adjacent buildings if located downstream.

Replacement of system components such as pumps, converters, and sections of main 
service piping shall be scheduled to take place outside of their prime season, whether these 
activities are performed as part of capital renewal or as part of a renovation. Existing piping 
shall be cut back to the service main and new distribution provided. If radiators are to be 
replaced with similar units fed off dedicated hot water system, piping shall be cut back to 
the main distribution and replaced. If steam converter and pumps are replaced as part of 
Capital Renewal, they must be sized to appropriately accommodate the increased heating & 
cooling loads.

77
OVC Lifetime 

Learning Centre
Lecture rooms, a small cafeteria, other student 
support space. 

Two-storey addition to be added to provide 
additional lecture space and Clinical Skills 
Learning Centre (Phase 4)

Controls
Existing controls are pneumatic. Local control is limited due to aged 
system.

Local control to maintain occupant 
comfort is critical, especially in spaces 
experiencing large fluctuations in 
occupancy and where occupants will be 
situated for several hours at a time.

Unrenovated areas must also be subject to 
limited demolition in order to replace 
controls system.

Provide new stand-alone, single architecture, fully distributed, direct digital Building 
Automation System (BAS) for the building in accordance with University of Guelph Design 
Standards. BAS shall be able to serve the existing portion of Building 077 as well.

77
OVC Lifetime 

Learning Centre
Lecture rooms, a small cafeteria, other student 
support space. 

Two-storey addition to be added to provide 
additional lecture space and Clinical Skills 
Learning Centre (Phase 4)

DCW/DHW
Existing distribution serves existing Cafeteria & washrooms. Hot water 
heaters are at their rated life and require replacement, according to the 
VFA Report and Capital Renewal Planning document.

Proposed additions will be used predominantly for Lecture space & student lounge space. 
Extend distribution as necessary.

77
OVC Lifetime 

Learning Centre
Lecture rooms, a small cafeteria, other student 
support space. 

Two-storey addition to be added to provide 
additional lecture space and Clinical Skills 
Learning Centre (Phase 4)

Drainage Existing distribution serves existing Cafeteria & washrooms. 
Roof drainage for the new addition will be 
required.

Proposed additions will be used predominantly for lecture halls and student lounge space. 
Extend distribution as necessary. Provide new roof drainage for the addition and connect to 
existing main.

77
OVC Lifetime 

Learning Centre
Lecture rooms, a small cafeteria, other student 
support space. 

Two-storey addition to be added to provide 
additional lecture space and Clinical Skills 
Learning Centre (Phase 4)

Fire 
Protection

Existing building is not sprinklered.
Building is required to be sprinklered as 
part of major renovation under Part 11 of 
OBC.

Extensive demolition of finishes may be 
required to install sprinkler system. 
Incoming water supply may not be large 
enough to support addition of sprinkler 
system.

Provide wet sprinkler system throughout new addition and existing building, in accordance 
with OBC & NFPA 13. Replace standpipe & accessories in renovated areas. Fire hose 
cabinets may remain, provided that their original installation conforms with the latest 
version of OBC and that isolation valves & fixtures are in good condition.

77
OVC Lifetime 

Learning Centre
Lecture rooms, a small cafeteria, other student 
support space. 

Two-storey addition to be added to provide 
additional lecture space and Clinical Skills 
Learning Centre (Phase 4)

HVAC

Existing classroom spaces are served by AC-1, cafeteria is served by AC-2. 
Existing systems have been appropriately sized for their intended 
occupancy and usage, and do not appear to require immediate 
replacement.

Existing air handling systems are not large 
enough to accommodate the addition and 
a new Mechanical Penthouse will be 
required.

Additional mechanical room will be required to serve addition; existing mechanical room 
does not have the space to accommodate new equipment. Additional air handling systems 
will be required to serve new additions, sized to serve high-occupancy lecture space. 
Ventilation systems shall be variable in order to handle fluctuating occupant load.

77
OVC Lifetime 

Learning Centre
Lecture rooms, a small cafeteria, other student 
support space. 

Two-storey addition to be added to provide 
additional lecture space and Clinical Skills 
Learning Centre (Phase 4)

HVAC Piping
Fan coil units are in need of replacement. Units are served by dedicated 
hot water system & associated steam converter. Existing air handling 
units are served by steam & chilled water systems from the CUP. 

Building heating and cooling loads will 
increase due to the increased occupant 
load and additional area. Incoming chilled 
water and steam services from the CUP 
may not be adequate to support new load.

If fan coil units are to be replaced with similar units fed off dedicated hot water system, 
piping shall be cut back to the main distribution and replaced. Existing steam & chilled 
water services fed from the CUP may not be adequate for new additions and subsequent 
additional load. New steam & chilled water piping must be run from the CUP through the 
existing service tunnels. New addition will require either an additional steam converter, or 
an upgrade to the existing system in order to accommodate the increased perimeter 
heating load.

183
OVC Main Animal 

Holding
Clinical Teaching & Large Animal research

West end of building to be renovated into 
enhanced Surgical Skills suite.

Controls
Existing controls are pneumatic. Local control is limited due to aged 
system.

Local control to maintain occupant 
comfort is critical, especially in spaces 
experiencing large fluctuations in 
occupancy and where occupants will be 
situated for several hours at a time.

Unrenovated areas must also be subject to 
limited demolition in order to replace 
controls system.

Provide new stand-alone, single architecture, fully distributed, direct digital Building 
Automation System (BAS) for the building in accordance with University of Guelph Design 
Standards. BAS shall be able to serve future upgrades within Building 183.

183
OVC Main Animal 

Holding
Clinical Teaching & Large Animal research

West end of building to be renovated into 
enhanced Surgical Skills suite.

DCW/DHW
Existing system currently serves existing Surgical Skills area, but does not 
meet University of Guelph Design Standards.

The new Surgical Skills Laboratory will 
require tempered potable water for 
eyewash stations & emergency fixtures, 
protected potable water for animal 
drinking, and non-potable water for lab 
equipment. 

Existing distribution is not well 
documented and deteriorating.

Extend existing distribution as necessary. Provision of protected potable and non-potable 
services shall follow University of Guelph Design Standards. Valves and backflow preventers 
shall be provided in an accessible location and all services clearly labeled. 

183
OVC Main Animal 

Holding
Clinical Teaching & Large Animal research

West end of building to be renovated into 
enhanced Surgical Skills suite.

Drainage
Existing system currently serves existing Surgical Skills area. Subject to 
blockages.

The new Surgical Skills Laboratory will be 
subjected to the disposal of potentially 
acidic, corrosive, and bio hazardous 
wastes. 

Provide dedicated effluent treatment, acid-resistance piping, and an acid-neutralizing tank 
located upstream of the sanitary drainage main. All floor drains shall be trapped and 
primed. 

183
OVC Main Animal 

Holding
Clinical Teaching & Large Animal research

West end of building to be renovated into 
enhanced Surgical Skills suite.

Fire 
Protection

Unsprinklered. VFA Report & Capital Renewal Planning indicate that the 
standpipe's joints, valves, and piping are aged and at risk of failure.

Building is required to be sprinklered as 
part of major renovation under Part 11 of 
OBC.

Extensive demolition of finishes may be 
required to install sprinkler system. 
Incoming water supply may not be large 
enough to support addition of sprinkler 
system.

Provide wet sprinkler system throughout, in accordance with OBC & NFPA 13. Replace 
standpipe & accessories in areas of renovation. Fire hose cabinets may remain, provided 
that their original installation conforms with the latest version of OBC.

183
OVC Main Animal 

Holding
Clinical Teaching & Large Animal research

West end of building to be renovated into 
enhanced Surgical Skills suite.

HVAC

The VFA Requirement Detail Report notes that all air handling units 
serving Building 183 (AC-1, AC-2, AC-4, AC-5, AC-6, HV-3) are beyond 
rated life and require replacement. All air distribution systems are 
beyond their rated lives and require replacement.

Due to the sensitive nature of the 
procedures performed within, the 
proposed spaces will require dedicated 
HVAC systems capable of providing high 
air change rates, HEPA filtration systems, 
and a cascading negative pressure regime. 

Provide a new air handling system (M-05 - 183 Zone 1), located in a Mechanical Penthouse 
and sized to accommodate the future replacement of AC-1, AC-2, and HV-3. Because AC-4, 
AC-5, and AC-6 will be removed as part of the mechanical infrastructure 
upgrade/renovation, existing Mechanical Penthouse 2301 will have adequate space to 
house the new air handling equipment. Ventilation requirements shall conform to the CCAC 
Guidelines on Laboratory Animal Facilities.

183
OVC Main Animal 

Holding
Clinical Teaching & Large Animal research

West end of building to be renovated into 
enhanced Surgical Skills suite.

HVAC Piping

Existing steam piping, chilled water piping, hot water piping is aged and 
requires replacement. Hot water, glycol, and condensate pumps are 
beyond useful life and require replacement. Perimeter radiators are in 
need of replacement. Units are served by dedicated hot water system & 
associated steam converter/heat exchanger, which is also beyond its 
useful life. Existing air handling units are served by steam & chilled water 
services from the campus CUP.

Replacement of system components such as pumps, converters, and sections of main 
service piping shall be scheduled to take place outside of their prime season. Existing piping 
shall be cut back to the service main and new distribution provided. If radiators are to be 
replaced with similar units fed off dedicated hot water system, piping shall be cut back to 
the main distribution and replaced. If steam converter and pumps are replaced as part of 
Capital Renewal, they must be sized to appropriately accommodate the increased heating & 
cooling loads.
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183
OVC Main Animal 

Holding
Clinical Teaching & Large Animal research

West end of building to be renovated into 
enhanced Surgical Skills suite.

Med. Gases
Medical gases and vacuum systems are beyond their rated life and 
require replacement. 

Surgical Skills areas will require oxygen, 
compressed air, vacuum, clean steam, DI 
water c/w polishing, and laboratory gas 
supply via locally stored tanks for gases 
such as nitrogen.

Extensive demolition of finishes may be 
required to replace and extend the 
existing medical gas  and vacuum 
distribution.

Existing laboratory gases shall be cut back to service mains where affected by renovation. 
New Surgery areas shall be provided with new steam, DI water, oxygen, and laboratory gas 
services from the main distribution as needed. Where services are either unavailable or 
distribution cannot be provided without extensive demolition, local gas storage is suitable. 
DI water shall be provided with local polishing. The steam service shall be extended to 
Clinical areas as needed and provided with local treatment to provide clean steam for 
sterilization.
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3
OVC Main Building 

Extension

Ground Floor is underutilized swing space. Second 
Floor is used for professional education as part of 
the Learning Commons

Second Floor to be renovated to serve as 
temporary large lecture space (Phase 1), then 
undergo more extensive renovation (Phase 4) to 
serve Student Commons (Library, Lounge etc.)

Fire Alarm

Conventional, non-addressable, hard wired fire alarm 
system that provides initiation via manual pull stations 
and annunciation via fire alarm bells.  Original to the 
facility.

Space requires a single or 2-stage fire alarm and detection system 
consisting of manual pull stations, fire detectors and audible alarm signal 
devices.  In addition, visual alarm indication devices are required in public 
corridors and all public spaces.

Existing construction 
may limit routing of new 
fire alarm wiring to 
renovated spaces.

In renovated spaces add new devices with new wiring back to new fire alarm signaling loop. 
Existing devices in areas not being renovated shall be replaced systematically and connected 
to new signaling loop.

Non-compliant with 
Standards for Barrier 
Free Design of Ontario 
Government Facilities 
(2006)

3
OVC Main Building 

Extension

Ground Floor is underutilized swing space. Second 
Floor is used for professional education as part of 
the Learning Commons

Second Floor to be renovated to serve as 
temporary large lecture space (Phase 1), then 
undergo more extensive renovation (Phase 4) to 
serve Student Commons (Library, Lounge etc.)

IT & Comm
New Telecommunication Closet required for termination of new premise 
wiring and interconnection to backbone.

Existing construction 
may limit routing of new 
cable to building head-
end and renovated 
spaces.

New closet shall be provided. New devices in renovated areas shall be connected back to new 
IT closet, and IT closet to be connected to backbone.

3
OVC Main Building 

Extension

Ground Floor is underutilized swing space. Second 
Floor is used for professional education as part of 
the Learning Commons

Second Floor to be renovated to serve as 
temporary large lecture space (Phase 1), then 
undergo more extensive renovation (Phase 4) to 
serve Student Commons (Library, Lounge etc.)

Lighting

Lighting fixtures are a mixture of fluorescent and 
incandescent luminaires.  Lighting fixtures appear 
original to the facility, especially 2nd and 3rd floors. 
Interior lighting and exit signs are beyond rated life and 
need to be replaced.

New lighting fixtures and emergency lighting are required in the renovated 
spaces.  Emergency lighting in exits, public corridors providing access to 
exits, a corridor serving classrooms, an electrical equipment room, must 
provide illumination to an average level not less than 50 lux at floor or 
tread level of stairs.  Lighting levels for office area and lecture rooms 
should be 500-750 lux.  New lighting fixtures should be provided in the 
areas not being renovated.

Reuse of existing lighting 
branch circuits. 
Availability of spares 
within the existing 
distribution system for 
connection of new 
panels.

Provide new lighting/power panels in areas of renovation, with new circuits (normal and 
emergency) to new light fixtures and exit signs. New panels shall be connected to new 
distribution panel. In areas that are not being renovated, existing lighting fixtures should be 
replaced over time with new branch circuits back to new panels.

3
OVC Main Building 

Extension

Ground Floor is underutilized swing space. Second 
Floor is used for professional education as part of 
the Learning Commons

Second Floor to be renovated to serve as 
temporary large lecture space (Phase 1), then 
undergo more extensive renovation (Phase 4) to 
serve Student Commons (Library, Lounge etc.)

Physical 
Security

Existing access control and other security devices. No changes shall be made to the security system.

Renovations may 
temporarily disable 
access control to certain 
areas.

Security systems and access control shall remain unchanged, and must maintain existing 
setup after completion of renovations.

3
OVC Main Building 

Extension

Ground Floor is underutilized swing space. Second 
Floor is used for professional education as part of 
the Learning Commons

Second Floor to be renovated to serve as 
temporary large lecture space (Phase 1), then 
undergo more extensive renovation (Phase 4) to 
serve Student Commons (Library, Lounge etc.)

Power

Normal and emergency power originate from Building 
40. There are approximately nine (9) normal lighting and 
power panels and two (2) emergency power panels. 
Panels, switchboards, and associated feeders and 
equipment are beyond their rated life and need to be 
replaced.

New receptacle layout for re-purposed areas. New panels, switchboards, 
and associated feeders and equipment.

Existing distribution 
panels may not have 
spare compartments to 
add breakers.

Provide new lighting/power panels in areas of renovation, with new circuits (normal and 
emergency) to new receptacles and equipment. New panels shall be connected to new 
distribution panel. In areas that are not being renovated, existing distribution equipment shall 
be replaced and connected to new panels.

39 OVC Main Building
Ground and Second Floors are used for 
Administration/Biomedical

Second Floor to be renovated to serve as 
temporary large lecture space (Phase 1), then 
undergo more extensive renovation (Phase 4) to 
serve Student Commons (Library, Lounge etc.)

Fire Alarm

Conventional, non-addressable, hard wired fire alarm 
system that provides initiation via manual pull stations 
and annunciation via fire alarm bells.  Original to the 
facility.

Space requires a single or 2-stage fire alarm and detection system 
consisting of manual pull stations, fire detectors and audible alarm signal 
devices.  In addition, visual alarm indication devices are required in public 
corridors and all public spaces.

Existing construction 
may limit routing of new 
fire alarm wiring to 
renovated spaces.

Add new fire alarm signaling loop to space. Systematically replace existing devices and wiring, 
and connect to new signal loop.

Non-compliant with 
Standards for Barrier 
Free Design of Ontario 
Government Facilities 
(2006)

39 OVC Main Building
Ground and Second Floors are used for 
Administration/Biomedical

Second Floor to be renovated to serve as 
temporary large lecture space (Phase 1), then 
undergo more extensive renovation (Phase 4) to 
serve Student Commons (Library, Lounge etc.)

IT & Comm    
New Telecommunication Closet required for termination of new premise 
wiring and interconnection to backbone. (Coordinate with Building 003, 
one closet may be enough for both buildings).

Existing construction 
may limit routing of new 
cable to building head-
end and renovated 
spaces.

New closet shall be provided. Existing devices shall be swung over to new closet over time.

39 OVC Main Building
Ground and Second Floors are used for 
Administration/Biomedical

Second Floor to be renovated to serve as 
temporary large lecture space (Phase 1), then 
undergo more extensive renovation (Phase 4) to 
serve Student Commons (Library, Lounge etc.)

Lighting
The lighting fixtures are a mixture of luminaires original 
to the building and luminaires recently installed as part 
of renovations.

The existing lighting fixtures and exit signs are aged and have reached their 
rated life and shall be replaced. Emergency lighting in exits, public corridors 
providing access to exits, a corridor serving classrooms, and in any 
electrical equipment room must provide illumination to an average level 
not less than 50 lux at floor or tread level of stairs.  Lighting levels for office 
area and Biomedical spaces should be 500-750 lux.

Reuse of existing lighting 
branch circuits. 
Availability of spares 
within the existing 
distribution system for 
connection of new 
panels.

Provide new lighting/power panels with new circuits (normal and emergency) to new light 
fixtures and exit signs. New panels shall be connected to new distribution panel.

39 OVC Main Building
Ground and Second Floors are used for 
Administration/Biomedical

Second Floor to be renovated to serve as 
temporary large lecture space (Phase 1), then 
undergo more extensive renovation (Phase 4) to 
serve Student Commons (Library, Lounge etc.)

Physical 
Security

Existing access control and other security devices. No changes shall be made to the security system.
No changes will be 
made.

39 OVC Main Building
Ground and Second Floors are used for 
Administration/Biomedical

Second Floor to be renovated to serve as 
temporary large lecture space (Phase 1), then 
undergo more extensive renovation (Phase 4) to 
serve Student Commons (Library, Lounge etc.)

Power

Normal and emergency power originate from Building 
40. Panels, switchboards, and associated feeders and 
equipment are beyond their rated life and need to be 
replaced.

New panels, switchboards, and associated feeders and equipment 
(Coordinate with Building 003, new panels in Building 039 may be used to 
power Building 003 as well).

Existing distribution 
panels may not have 
spare compartments to 
add breakers.

Replace existing switchboards, panels, and associated feeders and equipment. New 
equipment shall be placed adjacent or near existing equipment locations, and over time 
existing loads shall be replaced and connected to new distribution system.

40
OVC Biomedical 

Science

Ground Floor is used for Comparative Analysis 
(training, anatomy, flexible laboratory space) and 
Administration. Second Floor is used for 
Administration/Biomedical

Existing Ground Floor offices, laboratories, and 
classrooms to be renovated to serve new Student 
Lockers (Phase 6)

Fire Alarm

Conventional, non-addressable, hard wired fire alarm 
system that provides initiation via manual pull stations 
and annunciation via fire alarm bells.  Original to the 
facility.

Space requires a single or 2-stage fire alarm and detection system 
consisting of manual pull stations, fire detectors and audible alarm signal 
devices.  In addition, visual alarm indication devices are required in public 
corridors and all public spaces.

Existing construction 
may limit routing of new 
fire alarm wiring to 
renovated spaces.

Add new fire alarm signaling loop to space. Systematically replace existing devices and wiring, 
provide new visual devices, and connect to new signal loop.

Non-compliant with 
Standards for Barrier 
Free Design of Ontario 
Government Facilities 
(2006)

University of Guelph - Ontario Veterinary College - Existing Electrical Systems Assessment
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40
OVC Biomedical 

Science

Ground Floor is used for Comparative Analysis 
(training, anatomy, flexible laboratory space) and 
Administration. Second Floor is used for 
Administration/Biomedical

Existing Ground Floor offices, laboratories, and 
classrooms to be renovated to serve new Student 
Lockers (Phase 6)

IT & Comm
New Telecommunication Closet required for termination of new premise 
wiring and interconnection to backbone.

Existing construction 
may limit routing of new 
cable to building head-
end and renovated 
spaces.

New closet shall be provided. Existing devices shall be swung over to new closet over time.

40
OVC Biomedical 

Science

Ground Floor is used for Comparative Analysis 
(training, anatomy, flexible laboratory space) and 
Administration. Second Floor is used for 
Administration/Biomedical

Existing Ground Floor offices, laboratories, and 
classrooms to be renovated to serve new Student 
Lockers (Phase 6)

Lighting
The lighting fixtures are a mixture of luminaires original 
to the building and luminaires recently installed as part 
of renovations (3rd floor lab area).

Although this facility does not undergo renovations, the existing lighting 
fixtures and exit signs are aged and have reached their rated life and shall 
be replaced. Emergency lighting in exits, public corridors providing access 
to exits, a corridor serving classrooms, and in any electrical equipment 
room must provide illumination to an average level not less than 50 lux at 
floor or tread level of stairs.  Lighting levels for office area and Biomedical 
spaces should be 500-750 lux.

Reuse of existing lighting 
branch circuits. 
Availability of spares 
within the existing 
distribution system for 
connection of new 
panels.

Provide new lighting/power panels with new circuits (normal and emergency) to new light 
fixtures and exit signs. New panels shall be connected to new distribution panel.

40
OVC Biomedical 

Science

Ground Floor is used for Comparative Analysis 
(training, anatomy, flexible laboratory space) and 
Administration. Second Floor is used for 
Administration/Biomedical

Existing Ground Floor offices, laboratories, and 
classrooms to be renovated to serve new Student 
Lockers (Phase 6)

Physical 
Security

Existing access control and other security devices. No changes shall be made to the security system.

Renovations may 
temporarily disable 
access control to certain 
areas.

Security systems and access control shall remain unchanged, and must maintain existing 
setup after completion of renovations.

40
OVC Biomedical 

Science

Ground Floor is used for Comparative Analysis 
(training, anatomy, flexible laboratory space) and 
Administration. Second Floor is used for 
Administration/Biomedical

Existing Ground Floor offices, laboratories, and 
classrooms to be renovated to serve new Student 
Lockers (Phase 6)

Power

One of the two (2) main substations that serve the OVC 
is located in this building.  It consist of a high voltage 
switchboard, two (2) 750 kVA step-down transformers, 
and a 600V double-ended switchboard.  The substation 
supplies electrical service to BLDG 39, BLDG 40, BLDG 
44, BLDG 45, BLDG 3 via BLDG 39, BLDG 77 and BLDG 
183. Based on watts/m2 load allocation in accordance 
with the Ontario Electrical Safety Code, the connected 
load of the substation calculated to be 1,400kW. This 
connected load eliminates the inherent redundancy of 
the double-ended switchboard and puts the substation 
at or near it's rated capacity. The substation equipment 
and the buildings panels, switchboards, and associated 
feeders and equipment are beyond their rated life and 
need to be replaced.

New substation equipment and distribution, and building panels, 
switchboards, and associated feeders and equipment.

Available space for new 
equipment within the 
substation. The 
calculated connected 
load does not allow use 
of tie-breaker to allow 
for loads being fed from 
one side of the double-
ended switchboard. 
Thus eliminating the 
ability to replace 
equipment while still 
feeding the load. Existing 
distribution panels 
within the building may 
not have spare 
compartments to add 
breakers.

Redistribution of loads from Substation 40 to Substation 49 in order to decrease the 
connected load. Replace existing equipment within substation over time. Replace existing 
switchboards, panels, and associated feeders and equipment. New equipment shall be placed 
adjacent or near existing equipment locations, and over time existing loads shall be replaced 
and connected to new distribution system.

44
OVC James 

Archibald Small 
Animal Clinic

Companion Animal & Large Animal clinical 
teaching, research, and training facilities, Shared 
Support space for diagnostics, pharmacy etc. as 
well as some lecture space.

Large Animal X-Ray to be relocated and new 
Anesthesia, Surgery, and Central Sterile areas to 
replace existing Auditorium and offices (Phase 1). 
Existing Central Sterile to be renovated into new 
Endoscopy suite, Double Stocks into Pharmacy, 
and former Surgical Suite into new Treatment 
Rooms (Phase 2). Existing Treatment & Office 
Areas to be renovated into new Outpatient 
Specialties (Phase 3). Existing 
Receiving/Materials/Laundry to be renovated into 
Staff area & Office space; existing Lounge to be 
renovated into CAH Duty space (Phase 5). Existing 
Labs on Second Floor to be renovated to 
accommodate Learning Technologies (IT) and 
Videography (Phase 6). 

Fire Alarm

Conventional, non-addressable, hard wired fire alarm 
system that provides initiation via manual pull stations 
and annunciation via fire alarm bells.  Original to the 
facility.

Space requires a single or 2-stage fire alarm and detection system 
consisting of manual pull stations, fire detectors and audible alarm signal 
devices.  In addition, visual alarm indication devices are required in public 
corridors and all public spaces.

Existing construction 
may limit routing of new 
fire alarm wiring to 
renovated spaces.

Add new fire alarm signaling loop to renovated spaces for Anesthesia, Surgery, and Central 
Sterile, and a separate fire alarm signaling loop for other renovated spaces (coordinate new 
fire alarm loop for hospital space with renovations occurring in Building 045 since the spaces 
are similar in usage). Provide new devices and wiring in renovated spaces as required to meet 
the occupancy use (hospital vs. administration), and connect to the appropriate new signal 
loop.
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44
OVC James 

Archibald Small 
Animal Clinic

Companion Animal & Large Animal clinical 
teaching, research, and training facilities, Shared 
Support space for diagnostics, pharmacy etc. as 
well as some lecture space.

Large Animal X-Ray to be relocated and new 
Anesthesia, Surgery, and Central Sterile areas to 
replace existing Auditorium and offices (Phase 1). 
Existing Central Sterile to be renovated into new 
Endoscopy suite, Double Stocks into Pharmacy, 
and former Surgical Suite into new Treatment 
Rooms (Phase 2). Existing Treatment & Office 
Areas to be renovated into new Outpatient 
Specialties (Phase 3). Existing 
Receiving/Materials/Laundry to be renovated into 
Staff area & Office space; existing Lounge to be 
renovated into CAH Duty space (Phase 5). Existing 
Labs on Second Floor to be renovated to 
accommodate Learning Technologies (IT) and 
Videography (Phase 6). 

IT & Comm
New Telecommunication Closet required for termination of new premise 
wiring and interconnection to backbone.

Existing construction 
may limit routing of new 
cable to building head-
end and renovated 
spaces.

New closet shall be provided. New devices in renovated areas shall be connected back to new 
IT closet, and IT closet to be connected to backbone.

44
OVC James 

Archibald Small 
Animal Clinic

Companion Animal & Large Animal clinical 
teaching, research, and training facilities, Shared 
Support space for diagnostics, pharmacy etc. as 
well as some lecture space.

Large Animal X-Ray to be relocated and new 
Anesthesia, Surgery, and Central Sterile areas to 
replace existing Auditorium and offices (Phase 1). 
Existing Central Sterile to be renovated into new 
Endoscopy suite, Double Stocks into Pharmacy, 
and former Surgical Suite into new Treatment 
Rooms (Phase 2). Existing Treatment & Office 
Areas to be renovated into new Outpatient 
Specialties (Phase 3). Existing 
Receiving/Materials/Laundry to be renovated into 
Staff area & Office space; existing Lounge to be 
renovated into CAH Duty space (Phase 5). Existing 
Labs on Second Floor to be renovated to 
accommodate Learning Technologies (IT) and 
Videography (Phase 6). 

Lighting
Lighting fixtures are a mixture of fluorescent and 
incandescent luminaires.  Lighting fixtures are original to 
the facility and have reached the end of its rated life.

New lighting fixtures and emergency lighting are required in the renovated 
spaces. Emergency lighting in exits, public corridors providing access to 
exits, a corridor serving classrooms, an electrical equipment room, must 
provide illumination to an average level not less than 50 lux at floor or 
tread level of stairs.  Lighting levels for office area and clinical spaces and 
rooms should be 500-750 lux. Speciality lighting will be provided in 
specialized areas. New lighting fixtures should be provided in the areas not 
being renovated.

Reuse of existing lighting 
branch circuits. 
Availability of spares 
within the existing 
distribution system for 
connection of new 
panels.

Provide new lighting/power panels with new circuits (normal and emergency) for Anesthesia, 
Surgery and Central Sterile spaces. Connect to new light fixtures and exit signs. New panels 
shall be connected to new distribution panel that is specific to Anesthesia, Surgery, and 
Central Sterile (coordinate with work being done in Building 045). Provide lighting/power 
panels with new circuits (normal and emergency) for the other renovated non-hospital like 
spaces. Connect to new light fixtures and exit signs.

44
OVC James 

Archibald Small 
Animal Clinic

Companion Animal & Large Animal clinical 
teaching, research, and training facilities, Shared 
Support space for diagnostics, pharmacy etc. as 
well as some lecture space.

Large Animal X-Ray to be relocated and new 
Anesthesia, Surgery, and Central Sterile areas to 
replace existing Auditorium and offices (Phase 1). 
Existing Central Sterile to be renovated into new 
Endoscopy suite, Double Stocks into Pharmacy, 
and former Surgical Suite into new Treatment 
Rooms (Phase 2). Existing Treatment & Office 
Areas to be renovated into new Outpatient 
Specialties (Phase 3). Existing 
Receiving/Materials/Laundry to be renovated into 
Staff area & Office space; existing Lounge to be 
renovated into CAH Duty space (Phase 5). Existing 
Labs on Second Floor to be renovated to 
accommodate Learning Technologies (IT) and 
Videography (Phase 6). 

Physical 
Security

Existing access control and other security devices. No changes shall be made to the security system.

Renovations may 
temporarily disable 
access control to certain 
areas.

Security systems and access control shall remain unchanged, and must maintain existing 
setup after completion of renovations.

44
OVC James 

Archibald Small 
Animal Clinic

Companion Animal & Large Animal clinical 
teaching, research, and training facilities, Shared 
Support space for diagnostics, pharmacy etc. as 
well as some lecture space.

Large Animal X-Ray to be relocated and new 
Anesthesia, Surgery, and Central Sterile areas to 
replace existing Auditorium and offices (Phase 1). 
Existing Central Sterile to be renovated into new 
Endoscopy suite, Double Stocks into Pharmacy, 
and former Surgical Suite into new Treatment 
Rooms (Phase 2). Existing Treatment & Office 
Areas to be renovated into new Outpatient 
Specialties (Phase 3). Existing 
Receiving/Materials/Laundry to be renovated into 
Staff area & Office space; existing Lounge to be 
renovated into CAH Duty space (Phase 5). Existing 
Labs on Second Floor to be renovated to 
accommodate Learning Technologies (IT) and 
Videography (Phase 6). 

Power

Normal and emergency power originate from the 
substations in BLDG 40 and BLDG 49.  Normal power is 
fed by a 300A feeder.  Electrical distribution is at 600V 
and 120/208V via a 300 kVA transformer.  There are 
approximately twenty (20) lighting and power panels.  
Emergency power is fed by a 70A feeder. 

New receptacle layout for re-purposed areas. New panels, switchboards, 
and associated feeders and equipment.

Existing distribution 
panels may not have 
spare compartments to 
add breakers.

Provide new lighting/power panels in areas of renovation for Anesthesia, Surgery and Central 
Sterile space, with new circuits (normal and emergency) to new receptacles and equipment. 
New panels shall be connected to new distribution panel that is specific to the hospital-like 
spaces (coordinate with work being done in Building 045). Provide new lighting/power panels 
in areas of renovation for other renovated spaces, with new circuits (normal and emergency) 
to new receptacles and equipment. New panels shall be connected to new distribution panel 
that is specific to the non-hospital like spaces in the rest of the building. Any new distribution 
shall be connected to Substation 49. This will shed load off of Substation 40 to assist 
decreasing overall connected load. In areas that are not being renovated, existing distribution 
equipment shall be replaced, connected to new panels, and fed from Substation 49.
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45
OVC Stewart 

Building
Ground Floor serves Large Animal clinical 
research, teaching, and training

Small area consisting mainly of Storage Rooms to 
be renovated into Central Sterile, connected to 
Building 044 Surgical & Sterile (Phase 1)

Fire Alarm

Conventional, non-addressable, hard wired fire alarm 
system that provide initiation via manual pull stations 
and annunciation via fire alarm bells.  Original to the 
facility.

Space requires a single or 2-stage fire alarm and detection system 
consisting of manual pull stations, fire detectors and audible alarm signal 
devices.  In addition, visual alarm indication devices are required in public 
corridors and all public spaces.

Existing construction 
may limit routing of new 
fire alarm wiring to 
renovated spaces.

In renovated spaces add new devices with new wiring back to existing fire alarm system 
(coordinate with work being done in hospital spaces in Building 044). Provide new visual 
devices and wiring throughout the building and connect to existing fire alarm system.

Non-compliant with 
Standards for Barrier 
Free Design of Ontario 
Government Facilities 
(2006)

45
OVC Stewart 

Building
Ground Floor serves Large Animal clinical 
research, teaching, and training

Small area consisting mainly of Storage Rooms to 
be renovated into Central Sterile, connected to 
Building 044 Surgical & Sterile (Phase 1)

IT & Comm
New Telecommunication Closet required for termination of new premise 
wiring and interconnection to backbone.

Existing construction 
may limit routing of new 
cable to building head-
end and renovated 
spaces.

New closet shall be provided. New devices in renovated areas shall be connected back to new 
IT closet, and IT closet to be connected to backbone.

45
OVC Stewart 

Building
Ground Floor serves Large Animal clinical 
research, teaching, and training

Small area consisting mainly of Storage Rooms to 
be renovated into Central Sterile, connected to 
Building 044 Surgical & Sterile (Phase 1)

Lighting
Lighting fixtures are a mixture of fluorescent and 
incandescent luminaires.  Lighting fixtures are original to 
the facility and have reached the end of its rated life.

New lighting fixtures and emergency lighting are required in the renovated 
spaces.  Emergency lighting in exits, public corridors providing access to 
exits, a corridor serving classrooms, an electrical equipment room, must 
provide illumination to an average level not less than 50 lux at floor or 
tread level of stairs.  Lighting levels for Surgery areas should be 500-750 
lux.  New lighting fixtures should be provided in the areas not being 
renovated.

Reuse of existing lighting 
branch circuits. 
Availability of spares 
within the existing 
distribution system for 
connection of new 
panels.

Provide new lighting/power panels in areas of renovation, with new circuits (normal and 
emergency) to new light fixtures and exit signs. New panels shall be connected to distribution 
system in BLDG 44. In areas that are not being renovated, existing lighting fixtures should be 
replaced over time with new branch circuits back to new panels located in BLDG 45.

45
OVC Stewart 

Building
Ground Floor serves Large Animal clinical 
research, teaching, and training

Small area consisting mainly of Storage Rooms to 
be renovated into Central Sterile, connected to 
Building 044 Surgical & Sterile (Phase 1)

Physical 
Security

Existing access control and other security devices. No changes shall be made to the security system.

Renovations may 
temporarily disable 
access control to certain 
areas.

Security systems and access control shall remain unchanged, and must maintain existing 
setup after completion of renovations.

45
OVC Stewart 

Building
Ground Floor serves Large Animal clinical 
research, teaching, and training

Small area consisting mainly of Storage Rooms to 
be renovated into Central Sterile, connected to 
Building 044 Surgical & Sterile (Phase 1)

Power

Normal and emergency power originate from BLDG 40. 
Panels, switchboards, and associated feeders and 
equipment are beyond their rated life and need to be 
replaced.

New receptacle layout for re-purposed areas. New panels, switchboards, 
and associated feeders and equipment.

Existing distribution 
panels may not have 
spare compartments to 
add breakers.

Provide new lighting/power panels in areas of renovation, with new circuits (normal and 
emergency) to new receptacles and equipment. New panels located in renovated surgery 
space shall be connected to distribution system in BLDG 44. In areas that are not being 
renovated, existing distribution equipment shall be replaced and connected to new panels, 
which shall be connected to Substation 46. This will shed load off of Substation 40 to assist 
decreasing overall connected load.

46
Former VMI 

Building
Former VMI Building/underutilized space To be renovated to serve Office Space Fire Alarm

Conventional, non-addressable, hard wired fire alarm 
system that provides initiation via manual pull stations 
and annunciation via fire alarm bells.  Original to the 
facility.

Space requires a single or 2-stage fire alarm and detection system 
consisting of manual pull stations, fire detectors and audible alarm signal 
devices.  In addition, visual alarm indication devices are required in public 
corridors and all public spaces.

Existing construction 
may limit routing of new 
fire alarm wiring to 
renovated spaces.

Add new fire alarm signaling loop to renovated spaces for Anesthesia, Surgery, and Central 
Sterile, and a separate fire alarm signaling loop for other renovated spaces (coordinate new 
fire alarm loop for hospital space with renovations occurring in Building 045 since the spaces 
are similar in usage). Provide new devices and wiring in renovated spaces as required to meet 
the occupancy use (hospital vs. administration), and connect to the appropriate new signal 
loop.

46
Former VMI 

Building
Former VMI Building/underutilized space To be renovated to serve Office Space IT & Comm

New Telecommunication Closet required for termination of new premise 
wiring and interconnection to backbone.

Existing construction 
may limit routing of new 
cable to building head-
end and renovated 
spaces.

New closet shall be provided. New devices in renovated areas shall be connected back to new 
IT closet, and IT closet to be connected to backbone.

46
Former VMI 

Building
Former VMI Building/underutilized space To be renovated to serve Office Space Lighting

Lighting fixtures are a mixture of fluorescent and 
incandescent luminaires.  Lighting fixtures are original to 
the facility and have reached the end of its rated life.

New lighting fixtures and emergency lighting are required in the renovated 
spaces.  Emergency lighting in exits, public corridors providing access to 
exits, a corridor serving classrooms, an electrical equipment room, must 
provide illumination to an average level not less than 50 lux at floor or 
tread level of stairs.  Lighting levels for Office space should be 500-750 lux.  
New lighting fixtures should be provided in the areas not being renovated.

Reuse of existing lighting 
branch circuits. 
Availability of spares 
within the existing 
distribution system for 
connection of new 
panels.

Provide new lighting/power panels in areas of renovation, with new circuits (normal and 
emergency) to new light fixtures and exit signs. New panels shall be connected to distribution 
system in electrical room, that is in turn fed from Substation 049. In areas that are not being 
renovated, existing lighting fixtures should be replaced over time with new branch circuits 
back to new panels located in electrical room.

46
Former VMI 

Building
Former VMI Building/underutilized space To be renovated to serve Office Space

Physical 
Security

Existing access control and other security devices. No changes shall be made to the security system.

46
Former VMI 

Building
Former VMI Building/underutilized space To be renovated to serve Office Space Power

Main electrical room that consists of a 600V 
switchboard fed from Substation 49, a 600-120/208V 
transformer T1 that is fed from the 600V switchboard, 
that then feeds two (2) 120/208V switchboards.

New equipment and distribution, and building panels, switchboards, and 
associated feeders and equipment. New receptacle and branch circuits for 
renovated areas. 

Existing distribution 
panels may not have 
spare compartements to 
add breakers.

Replace existing equipment within the main electrical room over time. Replace existing 
switchboards, panels, and associated feeders and equipment. New equipment shall be placed 
adjacent or near existing equipment locations, and over time existing loads shall be replaced 
and connected to new distribution system. For renovated spaces, new branch circuits for 
receptacles and equipment shall be fed from new panels.

47 MacNabb House Archives, Heritage Building
Upgrade/maintain M&E infrastructure to extend 
life of the building

General
Existing fire alarm system, lighting and power 
ditribution systems are aged and need to be replaced.

Electrical systems, equipment and wiring need to be replaced.

Lack of documentation 
of existing systems and 
limited demolition of 
existing finishes.

Install new fire alarm signaling loop. Replace fire alarm equipment (manual pull stations, 
smoke detectors, bells, etc) and connect new devices to fire alarm signaling loop. Replace 
lighting and power distribution panels. Replace aged lighting fixtures and power equipment 
(trnasformers, outlets, etc) and connect back to new panels using new wiring. Upgrade IT 
networking equipment and cabling as needed.

49
OVC Mona 

Campbell Centre 
for Animal Cancer

Ground Floor serves CPHAZ (public health & food 
safety, infectious disease monitoring, clinical & 
graduate research), shared support space, cancer 
research space, and a small Companion Animal 
area

Existing Laboratories renovated into Offices and 
Medical Records (Phase 1). Existing Post-Mortem 
renovated to serve Receiving, Materials Handling, 
Laundry, and Facilities Storage (Phase 5)

Fire Alarm

Conventional, non-addressable, hard wired fire alarm 
system that provide initiation via manual pull stations 
and annunciation via fire alarm bells.  Original to the 
facility.

Space requires a single or 2-stage fire alarm and detection system 
consisting of manual pull stations, fire detectors and audible alarm signal 
devices.

Existing construction 
may limit routing of new 
fire alarm wiring to 
renovated spaces.

In renovated spaces add new devices with new wiring back to new fire alarm signaling loop. 
Existing devices in areas not being renovated shall be replaced systematically and connected 
to new signaling loop.
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49
OVC Mona 

Campbell Centre 
for Animal Cancer

Ground Floor serves CPHAZ (public health & food 
safety, infectious disease monitoring, clinical & 
graduate research), shared support space, cancer 
research space, and a small Companion Animal 
area

Existing Laboratories renovated into Offices and 
Medical Records (Phase 1). Existing Post-Mortem 
renovated to serve Receiving, Materials Handling, 
Laundry, and Facilities Storage (Phase 5)

IT & Comm
New Telecommunication Closet required for termination of new premise 
wiring and interconnection to backbone.

Existing construction 
may limit routing of new 
cable to building head-
end and renovated 
spaces.

New closet shall be provided. New devices in renovated areas shall be connected back to new 
IT closet, and IT closet to be connected to backbone.

49
OVC Mona 

Campbell Centre 
for Animal Cancer

Ground Floor serves CPHAZ (public health & food 
safety, infectious disease monitoring, clinical & 
graduate research), shared support space, cancer 
research space, and a small Companion Animal 
area

Existing Laboratories renovated into Offices and 
Medical Records (Phase 1). Existing Post-Mortem 
renovated to serve Receiving, Materials Handling, 
Laundry, and Facilities Storage (Phase 5)

Lighting
Lighting fixtures are a mixture of fluorescent and 
incandescent luminaires.  Lighting fixtures are original to 
the facility and have reached the end of its rated life.

New lighting fixtures and emergency lighting are required in the renovated 
spaces. Emergency lighting in exits, public corridors providing access to 
exits, a corridor serving classrooms, an electrical equipment room, must 
provide illumination to an average level not less than 50 lux at floor or 
tread level of stairs.  Lighting levels for office area and clinical spaces and 
rooms should be 500-750 lux. Speciality lighting will be provided in 
specialized areas. New lighting fixtures should be provided in the areas not 
being renovated.

Reuse of existing lighting 
branch circuits. 
Availability of spares 
within the existing 
distribution system for 
connection of new 
panels.

Provide new lighting/power panels in areas of renovation, with new circuits (normal and 
emergency) to new light fixtures and exit signs. New panels shall be connected to new 
distribution panel. In areas that are not being renovated, existing lighting fixtures should be 
replaced over time with new branch circuits back to new panels.

49
OVC Mona 

Campbell Centre 
for Animal Cancer

Ground Floor serves CPHAZ (public health & food 
safety, infectious disease monitoring, clinical & 
graduate research), shared support space, cancer 
research space, and a small Companion Animal 
area

Existing Laboratories renovated into Offices and 
Medical Records (Phase 1). Existing Post-Mortem 
renovated to serve Receiving, Materials Handling, 
Laundry, and Facilities Storage (Phase 5)

Physical 
Security

Existing access control and other security devices. No changes shall be made to the security system.

Renovations may 
temporarily disable 
access control to certain 
areas.

Security systems and access control shall remain unchanged, and must maintain existing 
setup after completion of renovations.

49
OVC Mona 

Campbell Centre 
for Animal Cancer

Ground Floor serves CPHAZ (public health & food 
safety, infectious disease monitoring, clinical & 
graduate research), shared support space, cancer 
research space, and a small Companion Animal 
area

Existing Laboratories renovated into Offices and 
Medical Records (Phase 1). Existing Post-Mortem 
renovated to serve Receiving, Materials Handling, 
Laundry, and Facilities Storage (Phase 5)

Power

One of the two (2) main substations that serve the OVC 
is located in this building.  It consist of a high voltage 
switchboard, two (2) 750 kVA step-down transformers, 
and a 600V double-ended switchboard. The substation 
supplies electrical service to BLDG 49, BLDG 44, BLDG 
46, BLDG 94 and BLDG 98.                                   Based on 
watts/m2 load allocation in accordance with the Ontario 
Electrical Safety Code, the connected load of the 
substation calculated to be 381kW. The substation 
equipment and the buildings panels, switchboards, and 
associated feeders and equipment are beyond their 
rated life and need to be replaced.

New substation equipment and distribution, and building panels, 
switchboards, and associated feeders and equipment. New receptacle and 
branch circuits for renovated areas. 

Existing distribution 
panels may not have 
spare compartments to 
add breakers.

Replace existing equipment within substation over time. Replace existing switchboards, 
panels, and associated feeders and equipment. New equipment shall be placed adjacent or 
near existing equipment locations, and over time existing loads shall be replaced and 
connected to new distribution system. For renovated spaces, new branch circuits for 
receptacles and equipment shall be fed from new panels. Over time, existing branch circuits 
not in renovated areas shall be replaced and connect to new distribution.

77
OVC Lifetime 

Learning Centre
Lecture rooms, a small cafeteria, other student 
support space. 

Two-storey addition to be added to provide 
additional lecture space and Clinical Skills Learning 
Centre (Phase 4)

Fire Alarm

Building has a conventional, non-addressable zoned Fire 
Alarm and Smoke Detection system.   The manual pull 
stations, smoke detectors, heat detectors and fire alarm 
bells are original to the facility.

Space requires a single or 2-stage fire alarm and detection system 
consisting of manual pull stations, fire detectors and audible alarm signal 
devices.  In addition, visual alarm indication devices are required in public 
corridors and all public spaces.

Existing construction 
may limit routing of new 
fire alarm wiring to 
renovated spaces.

In renovated spaces add new devices with new wiring back to existing fire alarm signaling 
loop.

77
OVC Lifetime 

Learning Centre
Lecture rooms, a small cafeteria, other student 
support space. 

Two-storey addition to be added to provide 
additional lecture space and Clinical Skills Learning 
Centre (Phase 4)

IT & Comm
New Telecommunication Closet required for termination of new premise 
wiring and interconnection to backbone.

Existing construction 
may limit routing of new 
cable to building head-
end and renovated 
spaces.

New closet shall be provided. New devices in renovated areas shall be connected back to new 
IT closet, and IT closet to be connected to backbone.

77
OVC Lifetime 

Learning Centre
Lecture rooms, a small cafeteria, other student 
support space. 

Two-storey addition to be added to provide 
additional lecture space and Clinical Skills Learning 
Centre (Phase 4)

Lighting
Lighting fixtures are fluorescent luminaires with T12 
lamps.

New lighting fixtures and emergency lighting are required for the 
expansion space and the renovated spaces.  Emergency lighting in exits, 
public corridors providing access to exits, a corridor serving classrooms, an 
electrical equipment room, must provide illumination to an average level 
not less than 50 lux at floor or tread level of stairs.  Lighting levels for 
classrooms and lecture areas should be 500-750 lux.

Reuse of existing lighting 
branch circuits. 
Availability of spares 
within the existing 
distribution system for 
connection of new 
panels.

Provide new lighting/power panels in areas of renovation, with new circuits (normal and 
emergency) to new light fixtures and exit signs. New panels shall be connected to new 
distribution panel.

77
OVC Lifetime 

Learning Centre
Lecture rooms, a small cafeteria, other student 
support space. 

Two-storey addition to be added to provide 
additional lecture space and Clinical Skills Learning 
Centre (Phase 4)

Physical 
Security

Existing access control and other security devices. No changes shall be made to the security system.

Renovations may 
temporarily disable 
access control to certain 
areas.

Security systems and access control shall remain unchanged, and must maintain existing 
setup after completion of renovations.

77
OVC Lifetime 

Learning Centre
Lecture rooms, a small cafeteria, other student 
support space. 

Two-storey addition to be added to provide 
additional lecture space and Clinical Skills Learning 
Centre (Phase 4)

Power

Normal and emergency power originate from the 
substation in BLDG 40.  Normal power is fed by a 400A 
feeder.  Electrical distribution is at 600V and 120/208V 
via a 225 kVA transformer.  There are approximately 
seven (7) lighting and power panels and one (1) motor 
control center.  Emergency power is fed by a 30A 
feeder. 

New receptacle layout for re-purposed areas. New panels, switchboards, 
and associated feeders and equipment.

Existing distribution 
panels may not have 
spare compartments to 
add breakers.

Provide new lighting/power panels in areas of renovation, with new circuits (normal and 
emergency) to new receptacles and equipment. New panels shall be connected to new 
distribution panel.

183
OVC Main Animal 

Holding
Clinical Teaching & Large Animal research

West end of building to be renovated into 
enhanced Surgical Skills suite.

Fire Alarm

Conventional, non-addressable, hard wired fire alarm 
system that provides initiation via manual pull stations 
and annunciation via fire alarm bells.  Original to the 
facility.

Space requires a single or 2-stage fire alarm and detection system 
consisting of manual pull stations, fire detectors and audible alarm signal 
devices.  In addition, visual alarm indication devices are required in public 
corridors and all public spaces.

Existing construction 
may limit routing of new 
fire alarm wiring to 
renovated spaces.

In renovated spaces add new devices with new wiring back to new fire alarm signaling loop. 
Existing devices in areas not being renovated shall be replaced systematically and connected 
to new signaling loop.

Non-compliant with 
Standards for Barrier 
Free Design of Ontario 
Government Facilities 
(2006)
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183
OVC Main Animal 

Holding
Clinical Teaching & Large Animal research

West end of building to be renovated into 
enhanced Surgical Skills suite.

IT & Comm
New Telecommunication Closet required for termination of new premise 
wiring and interconnection to backbone.

Existing construction 
may limit routing of new 
cable to building head-
end and renovated 
spaces.

New closet shall be provided. New devices in renovated areas shall be connected back to new 
IT closet, and IT closet to be connected to backbone.

183
OVC Main Animal 

Holding
Clinical Teaching & Large Animal research

West end of building to be renovated into 
enhanced Surgical Skills suite.

Lighting
Lighting fixtures are fluorescent luminaires with T12 
lamps.

New lighting fixtures and emergency lighting are required in the renovated 
spaces.  Emergency lighting in exits, public corridors providing access to 
exits, a corridor serving classrooms, an electrical equipment room, must 
provide illumination to an average level not less than 50 lux at floor or 
tread level of stairs.  Lighting levels for teaching/research/training spaces 
should be 500-750 lux.

Reuse of existing lighting 
branch circuits. 
Availability of spares 
within the existing 
distribution system for 
connection of new 
panels.

Provide new lighting/power panels in areas of renovation, with new circuits (normal and 
emergency) to new light fixtures and exit signs. New panels shall be connected to new 
distribution panel. In areas that are not being renovated, existing lighting fixtures should be 
replaced over time with new branch circuits back to new panels.

183
OVC Main Animal 

Holding
Clinical Teaching & Large Animal research

West end of building to be renovated into 
enhanced Surgical Skills suite.

Physical 
Security

Existing access control and other security devices. No changes shall be made to the security system.

Renovations may 
temporarily disable 
access control to certain 
areas.

Security systems and access control shall remain unchanged, and must maintain existing 
setup after completion of renovations.

183
OVC Main Animal 

Holding
Clinical Teaching & Large Animal research

West end of building to be renovated into 
enhanced Surgical Skills suite.

Power

Normal and emergency power originate from the 
substation in BLDG 40.  The distribution system (i.e. 
panelboards, feeder and branch wiring) are original to 
the building.

New receptacle layout for re-purposed areas. New panels, switchboards, 
and associated feeders and equipment.

Existing distribution 
panels may not have 
spare compartments to 
add breakers.

Provide new lighting/power panels in areas of renovation, with new circuits (normal and 
emergency) to new receptacles and equipment. New panels shall be connected to new 
distribution panel. In areas that are not being renovated, existing distribution equipment shall 
be replaced and connected to new panels.
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   Summary 

The overall Master Plan for the precinct and core complex provides a vision for renovation, relocation 
and construction of new space to optimize space use and create appropriate proximities to enhance 
teaching/learning, clinical operations and research opportunities at OVC.  The functional program 
describes the space requirements identified during a extensive consultation process and the space 
allocations were confirmed and located in the Master Plan through test fit planning studies.  This 
vision will contribute to “pride of place” for users, present a positive trusting impression for visitors 
and assure OVC of maintaining its accreditation as a leading veterinary college that attracts the 
best students, faculty and staff.
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